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Abstract

This thesis explores the construction and reconstruction of the Soviet woman’s image in official Soviet propaganda magazines, Soviet Woman and Soviet Union, in the Stalin and Khrushchev eras, and how successful this propaganda was in shaping the image of the Soviet woman in newspapers from the United Kingdom and Ireland. While the Soviet woman’s image has been briefly explored in the American imagination, UK and Irish newspapers have been neglected and the official Soviet propaganda narrative has yet to be considered alongside its intended audience. In the Stalin era, the Soviet woman was an androgynous figure as the regime prioritised women’s participation in industries, which created depictions of masculinised bodies, dress and an absence of beauty products in the working figures. By the Khrushchev era, these figures had been deemed undesirable by the Soviet regime and UK and Irish newspapers. Consequently, Khrushchev’s foreign policy of “peaceful coexistence” caused a reconstruction of the ideal Soviet woman as the image became a form of soft power used to display the superiority of Soviet socialism and appeal to the West through familiar means. Soviet women were then depicted in official propaganda with feminine fashion, utilising beauty products and luxury goods. This new, chic, feminine and fashionable figure was epitomized by Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman in space. Tereshkova’s image helped dissipate the cliché image of androgynous Soviet women fastened to articles on Soviet women in the UK and Irish press since the early Stalin era. Tereshkova generated discussions in newspapers on gender equality in UK and Irish societies. This was due to her ability to combine an intentionally conventional feminine appearance while participating in a traditionally male sphere. This thesis considers the impact that the constructed image of the ideal Soviet woman had on UK and Irish newspapers by considering official propaganda narratives in the magazines Soviet Woman and Soviet Union. Even though the newspapers examined certainly recognised Soviet propaganda around Tereshkova and Soviet women for what it was, the projected propaganda achieved its desired effect because the message and image of Tereshkova made the media consider whether the Soviet Union had greater gender equality than Western societies.
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**Introduction**

*Russian women I met here, while proud of their equal work and equal pay, also have an increasing desire to become more feminine. “What’s wrong with overalls by day and pretty frocks at night?” say many.*

Women’s magazines have long told their readers how to look, behave and feel. Magazines and the media throughout many nations create constructional, feminine images that ‘tell women what to think and do about themselves’. The Soviet woman’s image was no exception. From Joseph Stalin to Nikita Khrushchev, the state attempted to exert control over Soviet women’s identities and appearance. The state carefully constructed an ideal image of Soviet women to display to international audiences, which is seen in two propaganda magazines, the *Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman*. Western audiences frequently saw a constructed image of Western women in their own magazines and media, meaning this Soviet medium of constructional images of women was nothing new. The United Kingdom (UK) and Irish newspapers’ reception of Soviet women’s images varies between the Stalin and Khrushchev eras. In the Stalin era, Soviet women were working figures who did not have the time, nor the money, to be feminine; however, this progressed in the late Stalin era into an attempt to re-create Soviet women as a feminine figure. The Soviet woman’s image was re-imagined by reviving traditional standards of beauty. The 1949 slogan, “Why Shouldn’t a Comrade be Chic?” embodies this movement. This revival of traditional feminine beauty did not influence international perceptions of Soviet women until Khrushchev’s political changes opened the Soviet Union to the West. Under Khrushchev, the “new Soviet woman” was presented in propaganda as a feminine figure who enjoyed make-up, fashionable clothing, and the latest in luxury consumer goods. Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman in space, embodied this new Soviet woman figure. Tereshkova’s international recognition and celebrity status shifted the UK and Irish newspapers’ cliché of the Stalinist, androgynous Soviet woman to the new feminine Soviet woman. A discussion on gender equality emerged in the UK and Irish press as Tereshkova’s image was explored.

I have structured this thesis in two halves. In the first part, I analyse the construction and reconstruction of the Soviet woman’s image in the Soviet propaganda magazines *Soviet*...

---

1. J. Mossman, ‘Yes, We’ve Got the Old Sex War in Russia Too’, *Daily Mail*, 10 October 1960, 8. All newspaper and magazine articles will be referenced in full even in subsequent footnotes to avoid confusion. This is due to multiple articles being published on the same day with the same, or no, author and similar titles are frequently used.
Union and Soviet Woman in the Stalin and Khrushchev eras. This enables a detailed analysis of how propaganda shaped images of Soviet women that were intended to influence international audiences’ perceptions. In these two periods, the Soviet woman’s image changed in propaganda from an economic worker, whose value was in production and reproduction, to a feminine woman who was interested in fashion, beauty, and luxury goods. In the second part of this thesis I gauge how this constructed image was reflected in the UK and Irish press. UK and Irish newspapers are used to evaluate the success of the Soviet regime’s attempts to change the Soviet woman’s international image between these two periods. These two halves of my thesis are interconnecting as to properly understand the way that Soviet women were displayed in the UK and Irish press, the projected image of them in Soviet propaganda must be considered. Similarly, the reception of Soviet propaganda should be analysed to measure its influence and whether it fulfilled its intended purpose.
Historiography

Since the end of the Soviet Union in 1991 an increased number of scholars, especially women, have been entering into academic research in Russian and Soviet studies. Soviet gender and women’s history is a relatively new field, emerging in the late twentieth century. Women’s and gender issues were becoming more entrenched in academic disciplines at this time, which is why historian Melanie Ilič believes they became more prominent in Russian and Soviet studies. Ilič also maintains that the opening of Russian state archives since 1991 and new relations between Western and Russian historians has enabled a rise in academic literature on all aspects of Soviet society.

Ilič, Susan Reid and Lynne Attwood highlighted in the early twenty-first century that not much was written in Western literature on gender relations and Soviet women in the Khrushchev era. Katrina Lynn agrees that Soviet women in the Khrushchev era is a topic that needs more attention as she argues that women in the Khrushchev era are usually only explored by sociologists and political scientists. Reid maintains that women in the Khrushchev era had ‘extensive contemporary analysis’ and have not since received the significant reassessment the topic needs. The concepts of gender relations and identity need further exploration in connection to ‘state authority and the exercise of state power’ according to Sarah Ashwin. Significant areas of Soviet women and gender history deserve further exploration. Cross-analysing periods of Soviet history has emerged as a prominent trend in more recent Soviet academic work. Continual themes and changes between the Stalin and Khrushchev eras need further analysis, particularly with attention paid to previously neglected areas of study.

8 Ilič, p. 2.
10 Lynn, ‘Women, or scientists, or both?’, p. 2.
English-based studies on Soviet women have traditionally focused on equality and motherhood, rather than exploring wider issues such as beauty. Yulia Gradskova described both Russian and English academic work on the Soviet woman as focusing on the “gender contract”. The gender contract is a concept centred on women’s role to ‘fulfil both productive and reproductive functions under pressure from the Soviet state.’ Historians have focused on women’s role in reproduction and production, which has led to beauty becoming a neglected topic, largely due to its absence in political thinking. Beauty is yet to receive the same attention by historians as maternity, as there has only been a recent surge in interest in the topic. Comparisons between Soviet and Western constructs of femininity and beauty have not been extensively explored. Holly Porteous has provided a recent, detailed analysis into the post-Soviet Russian constructs of beauty and femininity. Porteous concludes that the Soviet period had a ‘more natural feminine ideal’ of womanhood, compared to a post-Soviet culture that was ‘obsessed with bodily appearances’ and pressured women’s bodies to have a particular look. Another study in the realm of beauty is Ilič’s analysis of Soviet beauty pageants towards the end of the Soviet Union. Ilič explores the interplay of Western beauty contests amongst the fragile structure of ‘Russian-defined Soviet cultural norms’. Both Porteous and Ilič have explored how Western constructions of beauty affected late-Soviet and post-Soviet concepts of femininity. However, beauty is heavily involved in the construction of femininity and therefore the topic needs proper consideration in other periods of the Soviet Union. Also, as maternity and beauty are interlinking topics in femininity, they should be considered alongside each other.

Comparative studies between the Soviet Union and other nations on the construction of beauty, femininity, stereotypes, and clichés are rare. Choi Chatterjee, Lisa Kirschenbaum and Deborah Field highlight the issue of Russia and the Soviet Union being viewed by historians

---


15 Gradskova, ‘Soviet People with Female Bodies’, p. 11.

16 Gradskova, p. 20.

17 Gradskova, pp. 20, 11.


21 Ilič, Competition in Socialist Society, p. 159.
as a uniquely constructed society and therefore rarely compared with other nations. These historians highlight that only in the last decade or so have comparative histories of Russia and the Soviet Union with the rest of the world emerged. For example, Robert Griswold has explored Soviet women stereotypes in the ‘American imagination’, during the Khrushchev era. This article analyses what American magazines, novels, and newspapers thought women needed and wanted in beauty and consumption and how this was fulfilled by Communist and Capitalist societies. Griswold’s analysis focused on pre-existing stereotypes of Soviet women in the American media, newspapers, and novels. He did not analyse representations of Soviet women in international Soviet propaganda. There is still room for many more deep explorations into the way that Soviet concepts of beauty and femininity have been interpreted and received by other nations, as it is beyond this thesis. The projected image of Soviet women in international Soviet magazines needs further exploration and consideration in English based Soviet studies.

Studies on Soviet women’s magazines have predominantly focused on the two magazines Rabotnitsa (Working Woman) and Krest’vanka (Peasant Woman) and their effect on domestic audiences. Women’s magazines were designed to influence the opinions, thoughts and actions of Soviet women and, therefore, how their identities were constructed. Attwood is a pivotal figure in the historical research of Soviet women’s magazines. She has written extensively on the two magazines Rabotnitsa and Krest’vanka in the Stalin era. These magazines had a target audience of “ordinary” Soviet women, despite age and ethnicity. Attwood discusses in her findings how ‘Soviet women’s magazines in the 1920s encouraged the erosion of gender difference’ through dissolving the separate spheres of men and women by actively encouraging women ‘to leave the confines of their home and enter the public realm’. However, in the 1930s the structure of the family had not dissipated and the state had

---

22 C. L. Chatterjee, A. Kirschenbaum and D. A. Field, Russia’s Long Twentieth Century: Voices, Memories, Contested Perspectives, Oxford; New York, Routledge, 2016, p. 3.
23 Chatterjee, Kirschenbaum and Field, Russia’s Long Twentieth Century, 3. Chatterjee, Kirschenbaum and Field argue that traditionally ‘Russian and Soviet history has… been treated as an aberrant story of peculiar national development’ rather than in the context of intersection with ‘other nations and empires.’
26 Attwood, Creating the New Soviet Woman, pp. 11-12, 2.
27 Attwood, p. 12.
not taken over domestic chores as was predicted.\textsuperscript{28} Consequently, women were encouraged to remain performing the domestic services in women’s magazines.\textsuperscript{29} Newspapers and magazines ‘were credited… with enormous importance as a means of socialising the population. They were seen as the main channel of communication between the Communist Party and the people, and a crucial means of disseminating propaganda.’\textsuperscript{30} Just as women’s magazines were an important form of propaganda used to influence Soviet citizens, they also became an important means to communicate with an international audience. Attwood’s analysis of women’s magazines in the Stalin era provides an excellent foundation for further research into the Khrushchev era and comparative studies between the two periods.

Consumption in magazines is also an understudied area of Soviet history. Reid’s study into the image of consumption in the illustrated news magazine \textit{Ogonek} argues that consumption has largely been neglected by English-language historians. Historians traditionally believed that Soviet Union and Eastern bloc countries ‘could not, by definition, be consumer societies.’\textsuperscript{31} However, this view is now changing as, particularly in the Khrushchev era, consumption was an integral way of measuring and displaying the Soviet living standard to foreign nations. Consumption is tied in with the foreign policy of peaceful coexistence, as this policy opened the Soviet Union to the rest of the world and created a competition against the United States for dominance in culture, science and sport.

Peaceful coexistence generated new exchanges between the Soviet Union and the United States, which enabled direct comparisons between the two different social structures. The most successful societal structure would be proven through the highest standard of living, the best technological achievements, or the best performance in sport. Forms of advancement became centres of competition, such as technological achievements in space, and thus the “space race” emerged. The Soviet Union and the United States competed to achieve the most space “firsts”, such as launching the first satellite, man, and woman into space, and performing the first space-walk.

The launching of Sputnik I and the first man in space, Yuri Gagarin, are traditionally focused on by English-language Soviet historians. The figure of the first man and woman in space were important representations of the ideal Soviet man and Soviet woman. They embodied traits that the Khrushchev regime promoted to citizens, such as ‘moral purity’, and ‘physical perfection.’\textsuperscript{32} The influence Valentina Tereshkova, the first woman in space, had on

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{28} Attwood, \textit{Creating the New Soviet Woman}, p. 13.
  \item \textsuperscript{29} Attwood, p. 13.
  \item \textsuperscript{30} Attwood, p. 2.
  \item \textsuperscript{31} Reid, \textit{Slavic Review}, pp. 214, 212-213.
\end{itemize}
the domestic audience in the Soviet Union has been explored. Roshanna Sylvester provided an interesting insight into the impact that Tereshkova had on young Soviet girls as she argues that Tereshkova ‘broadened the landscape of girl’s imaginative possibilities.’33 However, the international influence Tereshkova had on girls and gender equality has yet to receive extensive attention. An article by Jennifer Laurence in 1993 gave a broad overview of the international reaction to Tereshkova.34 The gender equality displayed in Tereshkova’s flight influenced Western nations to reflect on their own level of equality, which Laurence briefly highlights.35 However, there is still room for this to be explored in detail. Laurence argues Tereshkova was a ‘Western representation of Russianness’ as she became ‘the means by which differences among men are expunged.’36 There is still a need to explore how Tereshkova’s image was projected by the Soviet Union, as Laurence claims this Western representation of the Soviet woman was the West projecting their own image onto Tereshkova.37 This overview is useful as, although it is generalised, it provides a base for a more detailed analysis of the Western press’s reflection of Tereshkova’s image, whilst considering the images of Soviet women constructed in Soviet propaganda. There has not been an extensive study analysing the impact of Tereshkova’s image on the UK and Irish audiences. Laurence briefly mentions the UK and Ireland’s reaction to Tereshkova, as do a few other sources, but this is not the main focus of these studies.38 Griswold’s study has interpreted the American view of three Soviet stereotypes of women, including Tereshkova,39 but again the propaganda image projected by the Soviet Union is not considered. Tereshkova’s role as a propaganda image and representation of the ideal Soviet woman to international audiences needs further attention.

35 Laurence, Australian Feminist Studies, p. 97.
36 Laurence, p. 99.
37 Laurence, p. 99.
Methodology

In this thesis, I have focused on the shifting image of Soviet women between the Stalin and Khrushchev eras, and the impact this had on clichés of them in the UK and Ireland. This study is a gendered history of these two periods as the interplay of mid-twentieth century notions of masculinity and femininity in the constructed image of Soviet women is explored. Work, fashion, beauty, the home and motherhood are all themes that display the constructed image of Soviet women in international propaganda. In this thesis, I use the concept of the “Soviet woman” as an image constructed and reconstructed under the Stalin and Khrushchev regimes. This image is then explored in representations of women in Soviet propaganda, who embody specific aspects and values of this overall construct. This thesis predominantly focuses on the image of women; however, comparisons between men and women are made when applicable, such as comparing Tereshkova to Gagarin. However, the international perspective of the Soviet man’s image and a comparison with the Soviet woman’s image are topics beyond the scope of this thesis. The early Bolshevik theory on gender expected an androgynous Soviet citizen to emerge as women were de-feminised, instead of men becoming less masculine. Therefore, women were encouraged to be less feminine in the early years of the Soviet Union. Tereshkova’s image was also constructed carefully by men, as seen in the decisions made by the Politburo over her fashion and title in the press.

First, this thesis is concerned with how the Soviet woman’s image was constructed in international propaganda. Second, this thesis addresses how this Soviet constructed image was reflected in its intended international audience. These two parts are studied through two kinds of primary sources: two Soviet international propaganda magazines, the Soviet Woman and Soviet Union, and UK and Irish newspapers. This study touches many areas of Soviet history as it contributes to the following topics: the construction of femininity, beauty, consumption, propaganda, and gender history in general. It also aims to cross several borders between areas that are usually treated separately. There is a comparison between the Stalinist and Khrushchev eras, and an exploration into Soviet international propaganda and its reception. This thesis does not separate the Soviet Union and the West like many studies on Soviet magazines. Instead, I am exploring Soviet magazines’ reception in an international context, not from a domestic perspective. Attention is paid to the differences between official Soviet doctrine and policies, and their application in everyday life, alongside exploring subliminal messages that were not always incorporated into official policies. It is important to analyse how Soviet propaganda images were constructed to gauge their influence on the intended audience. Therefore, in this

thesis I focus on the two international propaganda magazines Soviet Union and Soviet Woman to gauge the constructed image of the Soviet woman in the UK and Irish newspapers. By examining articles on images of Soviet women in propaganda and newspapers, this study will display that there was a shift in these sources’ images of Soviet women between the later Stalin era and the Khrushchev era.

In the words of Philo Wasburn: ‘News for one person may be propaganda for another’. Propaganda tries to convince a mass audience that a particular viewpoint is correct through persuasion. Propaganda, in its broadest sense, is an ‘attempt to transmit social and political values in the hope of affecting people’s thinking, emotions, and thereby behaviour.’ This definition, while useful, needs to be explored further within the work of Jacques Ellul to understand the effectiveness of propaganda. Ellul argues that effective propaganda must be based upon either history or science and be a pre-existing common belief or symbol. In recent history, the influence of technology and culture has become an integral aspect of propaganda. Joseph Nye brings propaganda into a more recent context in his theory of soft power. Soft power is a form of propaganda that displays superiority over another nation through peaceful means such as culture, political values and foreign policies, unlike hard power which is displayed in aggressive means and military strength. Khrushchev implemented soft power in his foreign policy of peaceful coexistence. Under Khrushchev, the Soviet regime tried to display superior cultural and scientific achievements to counter the Western view of an unappealing social system and political values. An admiration for the Soviet Union would be generated by displays of soft power to make a socialist system appealing.

The Soviet Union utilised different forms of propaganda to influence the opinions of domestic and international audiences in many different topics. Propaganda was used on domestic audiences to persuade them to work harder, adopt Soviet values, and even construct their images. Attwood argues that domestic audiences were particularly susceptible to propaganda for several reasons. Firstly, as Moshe Lewin has described, the Russian revolution created a ‘quicksand society’ which left Soviet citizens in a ‘state of confusion and disorientation’ with nowhere to look, except in propaganda, to construct their image and identity. Secondly, the control that the Soviet regime exerted over media and culture stopped

---

42 Wasburn, Broadcasting Propaganda, p. 80.
46 Attwood, Creating the New Soviet Woman, p. 15.
challenges to the constructed image of the Soviet citizen.\textsuperscript{47} However, as Attwood says, it cannot be assumed that there was ‘a direct line between the representations of women and their real opinions and behaviour.’\textsuperscript{48} This highlights that official party constructions did not always dictate reality, which is also reflected in the disparities between Soviet propaganda and its UK and Irish reception. International propaganda was focused on making the Soviet Union’s socialist structure appealing to a foreign audience. The construction of the female propaganda image varied between the Stalin and Khrushchev era. Stalinist propaganda presented women as complete equals of men, partaking in society fully. Khrushchev era propaganda displayed ordinary Soviet women through means familiar to the West. High living standards and feminine products, such as fashion, perfume, and make-up, were all opportunities to show that a socialist system could provide luxury products on equal terms with a capitalist system. As Ellul has argued, the most effective forms of propaganda are those based in truth.\textsuperscript{49} That is why changes to Soviet culture displayed in propaganda that were also proven true by foreign visitors can be seen reflected back in the UK and Irish press. For instance, Soviet fashion was included in Soviet magazines in the late 1950s and was promoted as every Soviet woman’s interest in the Khrushchev era. UK and Irish newspapers reflected this rise of interest in fashion as they no longer called Soviet fashion “drab” and foreign visitors accounted for higher quality fashion on the streets of Moscow. On the other hand, Soviet magazine reports of an increase in living standards in the mid- to late-1950s were a propaganda construct, which failed as subsequently, UK and Irish newspapers, through visitors to the Soviet Union, reported on prevalent shortages and queues for consumer goods. Changes were also made to the image of the Soviet woman in propaganda under Stalin and Khrushchev.

Early after the Russian Revolution, there was a progressive view that Soviet women should participate in the public sphere on equal terms with men, but in reality, rather than achieving equality they were subjected to ‘rapid integration into … the world of men.’\textsuperscript{50} Between the Stalin and Khrushchev eras, the image of the Soviet woman underwent numerous changes. Women in the Stalin era were encouraged to enter the workforce en masse and the heavy work they were doing began to androgenise some women’s bodies.\textsuperscript{51} These de-feminised bodies influenced a resurgence back to traditional constructs of women’s bodies and gender roles in the later Stalin era, when women were encouraged to have traditional roles of motherhood and home-maker, which, with their roles as full-time workers, created a double

\textsuperscript{47} Attwood, p. 15.
\textsuperscript{48} Attwood, \textit{Creating the New Soviet Woman}, p. 15.
\textsuperscript{49} Ellul, \textit{Propaganda}, p. 40.
burden. Attwood believes that progressive and traditional roles in women were a blend of the ‘rational’ and ‘romantic’ as there was a need for women to partake in the workforce while filling traditional gender roles in the home.\footnote{Attwood, \textit{Creating the New Soviet Woman}, p. 170.} However, in the UK and Ireland, the images of masculinised woman working in heavy industry prevailed until Khrushchev increased contact with the rest of the world and actively promoted women as feminine in propaganda.

In the Cold War, cultural comparison became a way to prove the superiority of a nation’s social structure. Consumer items, such as fashion, appliances, beauty products, and luxury goods, were symbols of higher living standards and became important comparisons. Comparison spread beyond consumer goods to scientific achievements, and even to comparing morals and the “ideal” citizen. An ideal image of the Soviet woman was created to represent the success of socialism in propaganda. However, expectations for women changed in the practical application of this image, which was initially created on Marxist and Bolshevik ideology. The ideal Soviet woman was repetitively re-imaged in propaganda under different Soviet regimes.

The Soviet Union’s space achievements generated positive press in the West and were important displays of scientific and cultural propaganda. Scientific accomplishments engaged the whole world and were often presented as an achievement for all of mankind. The launching of Sputnik I, followed quickly by Sputnik II, impacted the world as it displayed the growth of Soviet science and technology. Traditionally, the West perceived the Soviet Union as a backward nation as their economy was industrialised later than in most nations. However, these achievements reflected the scientific growth in the Soviet Union following World War II. The Cold War power was personalised to the West in the faces of the first cosmonauts. Yuri Gagarin and Valentina Tereshkova’s space flights revealed two young, intrinsically Soviet figures to the West. These two would become a focal point of Khrushchev’s propaganda as they displayed Communist values in an attractive, youthful, and modern form.

Tereshkova’s flight presented Soviet women as ‘masters of technology’,\footnote{Sylvester, \textit{Into the Cosmos}, p. 196.} and leading the way towards the future alongside men. However, recent scholarship has debated if Tereshkova’s space flight was either the Soviet Union just achieving another ‘first’ in the space race, or an intentional display of gender equality.\footnote{Bridger, \textit{Women in the Khrushchev Era}, p. 226.} Sue Bridger argues that it was a combination of the two, as it was one of many firsts, but gender equality was also a motivator as the Soviet space programme was perusing the goal of colonising space.\footnote{Bridger, p. 226.} However, the lack of interest in continuing to place women in space and the abandonment of the female cosmonaut space
program in the late 1960s casts doubt on this reason for gender equality. But, exclusively with regards to Tereshkova, this thesis will argue that it was a display of gender equality and an event used for propaganda purposes.

Tereshkova was a figure who reflected the shift in the Khrushchev era towards a modern, feminine Soviet woman. The international recognition of Tereshkova as a symbol of Soviet womanhood was a unique opportunity used by the Soviet regime for propaganda. Consequently, her image was controlled and shaped by the Soviet regime through media releases and sources such as the international propaganda magazines the *Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman*. The way Tereshkova was depicted is important in understanding how Soviet women were supposed to be seen abroad during the Khrushchev era. Her image is a good case study as the space launch was a highly publicised event in both Soviet magazines and in Western newspapers. Comparisons can then be drawn to see what changes had been made to the image of the Soviet woman since the Stalin era. Sylvester argues that Tereshkova was recast into ‘roles more in keeping with the resurgent gender traditionalism that would mark the Brezhnev years’ following her spaceflight.\(^{56}\) I, however, argue that these traditional gender roles were present as women were re-cast into feminine figures during the Khrushchev era. Immediately following Tereshkova’s space flight, UK and Irish newspaper articles emphasised her femininity and domestic roles. Marriage and motherhood also followed within one year of Tereshkova’s space flight which placed Tereshkova firmly in the realm of traditional gender roles.

In this thesis I explore how Tereshkova’s demonstration of Soviet women’s equality impacted UK and Irish women and their level of equality. Inconsistencies and double messages were sent to Soviet women despite the Soviet regime having officially “solved” the woman’s issue. Women were simultaneously told to break into the workforce, while remaining passive mothers and wives. Tereshkova was also constantly recast into different images, reflecting these inconsistent messages. The equal space that Soviet women held alongside men in society was displayed in Tereshkova’s space flight. Tereshkova generated discussions on women’s equality as women’s roles in the workplace and the home were discussed in newspapers. Although it is not possible to fully gauge the outcome of this equality discussion, conservative and liberal sides are clearly represented in UK and Irish newspapers. However, Tereshkova’s image showed UK and Irish audiences that working women could also be modern, feminine, and chic figures, not stocky and androgynous. Tereshkova’s marriage to fellow cosmonaut Adrian Nikolayev created an image of the Soviet regime’s ideal Soviet woman; Tereshkova
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had a career, a husband, a home, and even children while participating equally in the public sphere of society. However, at the same time Tereshkova reinforced traditional stereotypes over the progressive image of working Soviet women, as she was recast into the roles of domesticity and motherhood within a year of her spaceflight. Lastly, Tereshkova’s role as a political figure in the Soviet Union meant that she fully became a part of the system that she had represented in her initial publicity.

This study contributes to the historical re-evaluation of the Khrushchev era and the extent to which the “thaw” created a separation from the Stalin period. The “thaw”, named after the novel The Thaw by Ilya Ehrenburg, refers to the relaxation of cultural and political restraints under Khrushchev’s rise to power.\textsuperscript{57} Although there was certainly a loosening of control in areas such as international relations, there is a re-evaluation amongst historians as to how far these changes actually went. Mary Buckley explores how Khrushchev created new policies which were not actually applied to society,\textsuperscript{58} as there was ‘increased monitoring, surveillance and state interference in people’s everyday lives’ and Soviet society faced a ‘new round of legal and cultural constraints’.\textsuperscript{59} This thesis explores the continued cultural constraints and influence the State had on its female citizens’ image. Bettyann Kevles points out that Khrushchev still had the secret police to carry out his wishes, although he was not the tyrannical leader that Stalin had been.\textsuperscript{60} The contrast with Stalin’s extreme control over Soviet society, made any decrease of control appear to be a huge change. Despite this loosening of power, it is still important to analyse the continued control exerted over Soviet society. The treatment of the ideal “Soviet woman” can be a useful way to approach this issue. Soviet regimes clearly intervened in women’s lives to teach them how to behave and act.\textsuperscript{61} There was an intensive propaganda campaign to form and control the image of the ideal Soviet woman. It was certainly a different image from the Stalin era, as the Soviet woman became a chic, modern, feminine figure; however, this was still a constructed image. In this thesis, there is also an investigation into Stalinist ideas that continued into Khrushchev era propaganda, such as the promotion of motherhood.

Consumption is an under-researched area of Soviet history as Western and Soviet historians have typically focused on ‘production rather than consumption’.\textsuperscript{62} However, the efforts of the Soviet regime to control and influence the consumption of their citizens is an
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important topic that needs more attention. Pia Koivunen highlighted that culture is a ‘constitutive element… in the building of a socialist utopia.’\textsuperscript{63} Therefore consumption is an integral aspect of this period. Reid supports the argument that consumption culture needs more attention, arguing that the Soviet Union had aimed to become ‘a world centre of culture’\textsuperscript{64}. Consumer culture also needs to be compared between the Stalin and Khrushchev eras as women were initially seen as producers and then consumers. Consumption and the Soviet woman’s image were two interconnecting concepts as they were both tied to the domestic, or private, sphere. To display a high standard of living, the Soviet regime needed to produce an image of Soviet women consuming items and having a wide range available to them, so Soviet women’s use of beauty items and luxury goods was influenced by the competitive consumption race between the Soviet Union and the United States in the late 1950s and early 1960s. In this thesis I explore how this consumption was presented to international audiences in \textit{Soviet Union} and \textit{Soviet Woman}. These magazines are good representations of how the Soviet regime shaped their consumer culture to a foreign audience. I also analyse how Soviet consumption was interpreted and represented by the UK and Irish press through accounts of Soviet fashion, luxury goods and beauty products.

Reid’s study on Soviet consumption includes first-hand accounts of the Soviet Union by Western visitors from the late 1950s to the early 1960s.\textsuperscript{65} She describes this type of source as ‘a somewhat despised form of contemporary document that is often dismissed as trivial, anecdotal, and lacking academic interest’.\textsuperscript{66} However, these sources are important as they enable a comparison between Western visitors’ experiences and what was portrayed in international Soviet propaganda as it creates direct comparisons between reality and the Soviet constructed myth. In this thesis I utilise first-hand accounts by foreign visitors reported in the UK and Irish newspapers as these are a crucial form of contemporary analysis that enables an insight to how Soviet women’s images were perceived.

Griswold has explored three American stereotypes of Soviet women from the Khrushchev era.\textsuperscript{67} These stereotypes are based on three different constructions of Soviet women’s bodies. The first stereotype was the ‘shapeless and sexless’ figure used to ‘discredit Communist women, and more important, Communism itself.’\textsuperscript{68} The second stereotype was
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centred around Nina Khrushchev who was ‘humanized and domesticated’ to America as a grandmother figure. The third stereotype was the professional women who were female ‘physicians in lab coats, women as engineers with their slide rules, even a young cosmonaut in her spaceship – a “Russian blonde in space”’. Griswold concluded that these stereotypes were used interchangeably in American culture as they were needed. The figure of Nina Khrushchev was used to defuse tension as she was ‘given a human face and reconfigured into a comforting, appealing figure’ as a submissive wife and ‘huggable grandmother’. This made the figure of the Soviet woman ‘more approachable’ and ‘less threatening’. While Griswold has analysed the pre-existing stereotypes and clichés of Soviet women in the American imagination, he does not analyse the extent to which these images were intentionally portrayed by the Soviet Union. In this study, I intend to analyse the constructed image of Soviet women in international Soviet propaganda. I will then analyse how this constructed image influenced the Soviet woman’s representation in the UK and Irish press. This enables me to consider beyond the image that the UK and Irish constructed as I will be analysing what the Soviets were projecting to the UK and Irish in propaganda.

A recent M.A. thesis, by Anastasiia Utiuzh compared the Soviet magazine Rabotnitsa to capitalist women’s magazines from the 1970s till the present. Utiuzh interprets American magazines as having a political agenda as they displayed ‘the image of a woman which was beneficial for the government of a particular country.’ Although in the Soviet Union the government did control the press, Utiuzh fails to highlight that Western magazines were controlled by private companies whose primary interest was the sale of magazines. In this study, Utiuzh argues that capitalist magazines concentrated on advertising domestic and beauty products, but these magazines had many messages centred on constructing a woman’s femininity so they cannot not be simply reduced to capitalist consumption. Marjorie Ferguson, on the other hand, highlights the messages in Western women’s magazines’ that Utiuzh fails to recognise. Ferguson emphasises that Western magazines’ try to shape women’s identities by assuming that females need guidance on how to construct their femininity. Women were told ‘what to think and do about themselves’ by magazines, which provided them with direction and construction of an ideal image of femininity. Men’s magazines, in contrast, tended to be
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constructed around men’s hobbies, business, or sporting interests and had an implicit assumption that masculinity has been preestablished in its reader. Ferguson’s work has influenced my study because I believe that Soviet magazines’ telling women how to feel, behave and construct their femininity was not a new concept to UK and Irish women. I create a link between the construction of women’s images in Soviet magazines and in the UK and Irish press. The UK and Ireland are a good case study as women’s femininity was also constructed in domestic magazines and the media at this time. In the Soviet magazines women were figures of production and reproduction under Stalin, and then feminine, chic figures under Khrushchev. In the UK and Irish newspapers there was an interplay between conservative and liberal newspapers who argued either for traditional figures of mothers and wives, or modern, liberated women in study and the workforce.

I am analysing two glossy, propaganda magazines, *Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman*, which were produced in the Soviet Union as official international propaganda. *Soviet Woman* was published from 1945 and produced by the Committee of Soviet Women. *Soviet Union* was first published in March 1950 after transitioning from the magazine *U.S.S.R. in Construction*. In its new format, *Soviet Union* provided a wide analysis on all aspects of Soviet life whereas *Soviet Woman* focused on women’s issues. *Soviet Woman* included stories, letters, poems and articles on the home, fashion, and beauty alongside photographs of women in work and casual settings. *Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman* were printed in multiple languages, including: Russian, English, Chinese, Korean, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Hungarian and Hindi. These languages allowed the magazines to be circulated around many developing countries and Western nations. These two magazines portrayed socialist ideas to the rest of the world and provided a constructed image of the ideal Soviet woman.

I have focused on *Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman* as forms of international propaganda rather than being intended for domestic readers in the Soviet Union. Many Western historians of the Soviet Union have tended to focus on women’s magazines as a tool for domestic readers, with studies normally focusing on *Rabotnitsa* and *Krest’ianka*. This highlights a gap in English-based Soviet historiography as these *Soviet Woman* and *Soviet Union* have not received extensive analysis and are generally only referenced or briefly mentioned in articles and books. For example, in *Women in the Khrushchev Era*, where Ilić’s overview of the era mentions feminine magazines and briefly mentions the *Soviet Woman* but never fully explores
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As I am restricted to the English language, these magazines were also an important resource available to me. I am contributing to the historiographical gap as I am analysing how the ideal Soviet woman’s image was constructed and presented to a Western reader in official propaganda. The two Soviet magazines display carefully constructed images and articles to a foreign audience that was designed to make socialism appealing to readers.

*Soviet Woman* only had a small domestic following, as it was primarily for international consumption. The UK and Irish circulation of *Soviet Woman* was approximately 1,000 copies, including several hundred regular subscribers, as reported by *The Times* in 1966, during a visit to *Soviet Woman’s* offices in Moscow. UK and Irish newspaper editors and reporters were certainly aware of the magazines and influenced by them. This is seen in advertisements for subscriptions to *Soviet Woman* in the *Manchester Guardian*, references to the magazines in articles, and stories from reporters who visited *Soviet Woman* headquarters in Moscow (seen in *The Times*, the *Daily Mail*, the *Daily Telegraph*, *Punch*, *The Irish Times*). These magazines would not have been the only form of propaganda used by the Soviet regime; however, they display the Soviet regime’s construct of the Soviet woman and this can be compared to how the UK and Irish newspapers represented Soviet women at this time to see if the propaganda construct was reflected back.

My time period focuses on 1945–1970, starting the year *Soviet Woman* was established in 1945, with *Soviet Union* appearing under this title from 1950. Although *Soviet Union* is not exclusively a woman’s magazine it has been included because it was another international propaganda magazine. It also published articles on all areas of Soviet life, so it has many articles focusing solely on women. I have chosen to end my research at 1970 as I am analysing the aftermath of the 1963 space flight and Tereshkova’s image was still used in propaganda in the late 1960s. The Stalin and Khrushchev eras had different representations of the ideal Soviet woman; however, the Khrushchev portrayal of the ideal Soviet woman changes little into the
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Brezhnev era. This study briefly touches on the Brezhnev era but mainly to measure the influence of Tereshkova’s image, and gauge the changes to women’s image from the Khrushchev era.

Newspapers were selected to determine the reception of the Soviet woman’s image in the UK and Ireland. I selected newspapers as there was a wide range of newspaper archives available and newspapers were a major, consistent news source for ordinary people in this period, unlike the mediums of radio and television. The UK and Ireland were chosen as their response to Soviet propaganda is an under-explored area and UK and Irish newspaper archives were an available source. Newspapers were readily available for consumption during this period and many readers consumed multiple national newspapers daily.\textsuperscript{89} Radio began declining in the 1950s with the advent of television; evening radio had audiences of around 9 million in 1949, which was reduced to around 3.5 million by 1958.\textsuperscript{90} Television’s popularity increased in the 1950s, particularly as a result of the successful broadcast of Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation in 1953.\textsuperscript{91} These two media would need to be analysed together to fully understand the response of the broadcast media to the image of the Soviet woman, which is a project for future research. Henceforth, when the term “press” is used, it will only refer to newspapers and not radio or television.

UK and Irish newspapers were in flux between 1940 and 1970 as the popular, tabloid press became prominent and provincial papers’ readership decreased. In 1920, provincial papers’ circulation numbers were one third greater than the national presses; however, by 1966 they amounted to just over half the circulation of their national counterparts.\textsuperscript{92} Although the provincial press had fewer articles on Soviet women, as they would have been more focused on local news, they are still an important source. As press historian Louis Heren discusses, the tabloid press aimed to entertain the reader, while the traditional broadsheet newspapers aimed to inform the public.\textsuperscript{93} The tabloid press gained mass followings and by the 1950s had outgrown the general circulation of broadsheets.\textsuperscript{94} The \textit{Daily Mirror} originally launched as a women’s paper, but then became a radical paper designed to amuse and inform its predominantly working class readers.\textsuperscript{95} As this is a study encompassing the UK and Ireland,
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several newspapers have been included from outside England, such as the Scottish *Aberdeen Evening Express* and the *Evening Telegraph and Post*, and the *Western Mail*, which was widely read all over Wales. I have also an included *The Irish Times*, as it was published in the Republic of Ireland and had a readership that extended into Northern Ireland.\textsuperscript{96} I have included a wide variety of newspapers so that a more definitive conclusion can be drawn on the UK and Irish presses’ reception of the Soviet woman’s image.

Thirty-two UK and Irish newspapers have been selected for the analysis in chapter four. This is due to limited archival access and time. This includes a wide variety of political alignments, a mixture of broadsheets and tabloids, regional and national papers, and a variety of circulation sizes and locations across the UK and Ireland (see appendix – table one for a full list and breakdown). These newspapers are used to gauge the extent to which the UK and Irish press reflected back the Soviet propaganda image of the Soviet women. It will provide a close idea of the newspapers political affiliations which has potentially influenced a bias response to the spaceflight and the subsequent gender discussion.

The UK and Irish newspapers often had a varied readership. No particular paper could be classified as ‘a women’s paper’ in the 1960s, as women read a wide variety of papers.\textsuperscript{97} Women comprised nearly half the readership of the *Daily Mirror*, *Daily Mail* and the *Daily Telegraph*.\textsuperscript{98} However, women only tended to read one national newspaper, unlike men, who would typically read multiple papers a day.\textsuperscript{99} Broadsheet newspapers, such as *The Times* and the *Guardian*, were less appealing to women during this period, who more frequently read tabloid papers.\textsuperscript{100}

In the period considered, there was typically a correlation between a person’s social status and the type of paper they read. *The Times* and the *Daily Telegraph* were likely to be read by upper–middle classes, whereas the *Daily Herald/Sun* and the *Daily Mirror* had a wide readership among people with middle–lower class backgrounds.\textsuperscript{101}

The political affiliations of UK and Irish newspapers are important as this could shape their view on events, and any pre-existing bias needs to be taken into account. However, the politics of the reader of a newspaper did not always match the political alignment of the paper, as socioeconomic class was a stronger determination of readership than political affiliation.\textsuperscript{102}
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I have been able to undertake this study because of the digitisation of newspapers. The breadth and depth of search results and the amount of newspapers analysed could not have occurred without online archives. Although key word searches do have limitations, the newfound ability for historians to accurately access relevant information amongst the huge quantity of content published is invaluable.103 The digitisation of newspapers now allows historians to analyse decades of data at once.104 Newspaper and media historian, Adrian Bingham argues that modern histories of the UK and Ireland have neglected newspapers because of the ‘inconvenience of accessing them and the difficulties of finding relevant material amongst the sheer quantity of content published.’105 Digitisation has removed these barriers by enabling fast results and provides a ‘far greater and more sophisticated engagement with newspaper content.’106 Bob Nicholson points out that keyword searches reverse the newspaper analysis process. Instead of scouring microfilms for newspaper titles that are relevant to the topic being analysed and then analysing the body of text, the historian uses keywords found in the body of text to analyse whether the article is relevant. Nicholson argues that the top-down method, title – issue – headers – article text, is reversed with keyword searches as the text alerts the reader to a match rather than the title.107 The bottom-up search method is especially useful for analysing long-term impacts or topics as these articles can appear in any issue and are not usually centred around a specific event or date.108 Keyword searches do have limitations, as Joanna Guldi highlights, such as word’s meanings changing throughout time and the unreliability of technology to always recognise specific words.109 Guldi advocates for keyword searches as they allow historians to search in ‘a room full of straw for the few strands of gold, amplifying the powers of the historian to collect and describe.’110 There are still issues with newspapers despite their digitisation. Nineteenth century newspapers have been more thoroughly digitised than twentieth century newspapers, as copy right still covers this era and many newspapers have private archives which can create barriers when trying to analyse multiple newspapers.111 Newspapers in the 1940s–1970s are limited as much
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of this period is yet to be digitised. For instance, the Daily Worker and the Morning Star archive has only been digitised between 1930 and 1945 and from 2000 onwards.\(^{112}\) As Bingham has highlighted,\(^{113}\) newspapers remain an underutilised source material and need further attention, and the digitisation of newspapers assists in this exploration.

In this study, I have used digital archives to analyse information from a wide time period. I used several key word searches when gathering information from these archives. Some examples of these key word searches are combinations of: Russian, Soviet, Women, Woman, Fashion, Beauty, Elegant, Glamour, Tereshkova. In this time period “Russian” and “Soviet” are used interchangeably in UK and Irish newspaper articles, so both terms needed to be used. A drawback of using digitised sources is the missed articles not picked up by keyword searches due to poor scanning quality that prevents words from being found; however, the large quantity of articles picked up in the searches out-weigh this issue. Articles whose titles did not indicate a content match were found in key word searches whereas previously they would not have been found in manual microfiche searches.

The aim of this thesis is to analyse the extent to which the Soviet propaganda image of women was reflected back in the UK and Irish press. Newspapers do not necessarily determine the extent to which propaganda shaped the UK and Irish public’s perception of the Soviet woman. Virgina Berridge highlights this issue of historians believing that newspapers, and editorials in particular, are a direct reflection of the opinions of the public.\(^{114}\) Berridge believes that relying ‘on editorial attitudes is dubious as an indicator of audience readership or even of the views of the readership.’\(^{115}\) Therefore, this thesis is not trying to predict the UK and Irish public’s opinion of Soviet women, instead it is analysing the newspapers’ reaction to propaganda.

In the Stalin era, foreign reporters operating in the Soviet Union had their news reports heavily censored. Censorship had been in place since the 1920s and telegrams had to be approved by the Foreign Office Press Department.\(^{116}\) In reaction to early reports on the Ukraine famine, stronger restrictions on reporters were introduced in the early 1930s, such as reporters requiring permission to leave Moscow and Leningrad to travel to other areas of the Soviet
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Internal passports were also introduced and prevented peasants from spreading stories of the famine. Censorship and the rejection of reporters’ telegrams only escalated into the 1940s and 1950s. This coincided with the 1946 breakdown in British–Soviet relations and the subsequent disillusionment with the Soviet Union in the UK and Irish press. Post-World War II, censorship became stricter as ordinary Soviet citizens were forbidden from speaking to foreign visitors and correspondents, and correspondents had to pass their reports through the Main Administration for Literary Affairs (Glavlit), who came under the direct control of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. Barbara Walker has emphasised that this control exerted over information was an attempt by the state to prevent any information they believed ‘would reflect poorly on the Soviet Union’ from being released. This included ‘almost anything to do with daily life or the Soviet private citizen and his or her opinions.’ This censorship reveals the extreme control the Soviet regime exerted over the representation of Soviet citizens and their daily lives.

Although compared to the Stalin era, restrictions on reporters did lighten under Khrushchev, there was still censoring of outgoing stories and viewpoints, which displays the continued control exerted on the foreign press. Moscow’s censorship of outgoing correspondent reports created a responsibility on newspaper editors and the UK and Irish governments to educate the public.

Determining a connection between Soviet Woman, Soviet Union and the UK and Irish press is difficult. Although beyond the references to the magazines found in UK and Irish newspaper articles, which directly proves that the newspapers were aware of them and used them, there is no direct evidence to show that reporters were using these on a regular basis. However, Moscow reporters from the Cold War have written in their memoirs how restricted information was and their need to utilise any available sources. Two such reporters, Harrison Salisbury and Henry Shapiro, listened to broadcasts and read as many articles as they could to determine microscopically hinted changes, such as Party members not being included in
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meeting reports or leisure outings which implied they had been purged or ousted.\textsuperscript{124} Both reporters were so efficient at this journalistic tactic that they were believed to have informants in the Soviet government. Salisbury recounted in his memoir listening to TASS, the largest Soviet news agency’s transmission at 3a.m., while combing through fifteen or sixteen provincial papers, as he waited for the daily issue of \textit{Pravda} to be released.\textsuperscript{125} The use of provincial papers highlights that these journalists were utilising any and every available news source. Consequently, these journalists probably did utilise the two magazines \textit{Soviet Woman} and \textit{Soviet Union} when they were available, particularly considering they often did not speak Russian when they first arrived in Moscow.\textsuperscript{126} Smaller newspapers in the UK and Ireland would have relied on the two Associated Press and one United Press International Moscow correspondents,\textsuperscript{127} or the official Soviet press for information.

The correlation between Soviet international propaganda and its reflection in the intended audience’s opinions is an under studied area. Understanding the projected propaganda image is integral to understanding its effectiveness. \textit{Soviet Woman} and \textit{Soviet Union} are excellent examples of official propaganda that represented the image of the ideal Soviet woman to an international audience, including the UK and Ireland. The analysis of these propaganda magazines will then enable a detailed study of the Soviet woman’s image reflected in UK and Irish newspapers.
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Approaching the Problem

This thesis is structured in four chapters. The historical context behind the issue is laid out to frame the research. Then the international propaganda image of Soviet women is analysed under the Stalin and Khrushchev eras. Lastly, UK and Irish newspapers’ interpretation and discussion of the image of Soviet women is explored. Overall, these chapters reveal that the image of the Soviet woman transformed as the Soviet regime’s agendas changed, which was then reflected in the UK and Irish press.

In the first chapter, I provide context for early Marxism-informed Bolshevik policies towards women. Then I analyse how these policies affected Soviet women in the formative years of the Soviet Union, the shift in these policies under Stalin, and finally, the changes that were implemented by Khrushchev. I have also included an account of the development of the Soviet space race and how it became an integral aspect of Soviet propaganda displaying technological dominance to the rest of the world. This chapter is primarily concerned with images of Soviet women prior to the propaganda that is explored in chapters two and three.

In the second chapter, I analyse how Soviet women were portrayed and represented in Soviet Union and Soviet Woman under Stalin’s regime. Chapter two uncovers how the Soviet woman became an increasingly contradictory figure in the multiple ways this image was represented in propaganda. In the Stalin era, the Soviet woman was encouraged to be a fully functioning worker in Soviet society while simultaneously being the primary carer for children, wife and home-maker. The consequent masculinisation of Soviet women’s bodies by heavy manual labour led to messages of equality becoming tainted with messages of traditional femininity. Overall though, women were primarily focused on as the producer and reproducer in this era.

The third chapter analyses the changes in the Soviet women’s image in Soviet Union and Soviet Woman magazines under Khrushchev. This chapter concludes there was a stronger emphasis on femininity and beauty in the consciousness of the “new Soviet woman”. Fashion, cosmetics, and luxury goods all were displayed as being widely available to Soviet woman in Khrushchev’s era. The cultural competition between the Soviet Union and the United States created this shift towards consumption and traditional femininity in the Soviet woman’s propaganda image. Valentina Tereshkova is a pivotal representation of femininity in this era as she received international attention as the first female cosmonaut and represented the “new Soviet woman”. The Soviet regime carefully constructed an image around Tereshkova and analysis of this image will help measure the impact of her image on Western perceptions of Soviet women.
UK and Irish newspapers are analysed in the fourth chapter to measure their reactions to and interpretations of the Soviet woman’s propaganda image. This section is split into three categories: fashion, appearance, and gender equality. These are three recurring themes in the representation of Soviet women in the UK and Irish press from 1945 to 1970. Soviet women’s drab fashion was a key issue for these newspapers in the Stalin era and the Khrushchev regime’s deliberate changes and effort in Soviet fashion were also reflected. Soviet women’s physical appearance transitioned from being seen as stocky, androgenised figures in the Stalin era to more traditionally feminine figures who embraced beauty and used luxury goods under Khrushchev. Lastly, gender equality was not represented as breaking women away from a traditionally feminine appearance in the Khrushchev era. Instead, Tereshkova was re-cast into the traditionally feminine roles of wife and mother following her space flight. Although this displayed that the Soviet woman could have it all, career, husband, and motherhood, it simultaneously emphasised traditional gender constraints. Tereshkova influenced a debate on gender equality in the UK and Irish press as both conservative and liberal articles on this emerged.

Overall, these four chapters demonstrate how the Soviet woman’s image was constructed to influence an international audience and how this image was reflected back in the UK and Irish press. This provides an insight into the significance and effectiveness of Cold War propaganda and the constructed image of the Soviet woman over the period considered. The foreign press operating in the Soviet Union was heavily censored by the regime throughout the period considered, which sometimes forced them to rely on information recognised and acknowledged as propaganda. This thesis will display a reflection of Soviet propaganda trends in the UK and Irish press. In the Stalin era, the Soviet woman construct was of a woman fully participating in the economy, and in the Khrushchev era, it was a re-femininised woman who is interested in fashion and beauty. Although both images were believed and accepted, the Khrushchev construction of the Soviet woman created a debate over gender equality in newspapers as this figure’s feminine form was comparable and recognisable to women in the UK and Ireland.
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Chapter One: Soviet Women’s Image

In Marxist theory, in a future socialist society, women would be the equals of men. Although Marx and Engels did not write specifically on gender relations, this topic was discussed in their works, and much of the Marxist theory on this issue is based on Engels’ work, *Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State*. The Bolsheviks adopted this ideology early in their policies but the actual application of female equality in everyday life proved to be difficult.

Women’s roles shifted during the political and cultural changes in the Soviet Union in the Stalin and Khrushchev eras. Women worked full-time while remaining the primary caregivers and homemakers in the 1930s to 1950s. Following World War II, more women were forced into these positions as the substantial loss of male life left many women without a primary earner. Women were often confined to low-skilled jobs even in industries where females made up the majority of the workers. These low-skilled, heavy labour roles contributed to the stereotype that Soviet women’s bodies were de-feminised through a double-burdened life. Under Stalin, the de-feminised Soviet woman stereotype began to be addressed before it became intensively focused on in the Khrushchev era. In what follows, I will explore the mixing of policies that instructed women to perform heavy labour in “masculine” roles while retaining their feminine form and traits.

The de-Stalinisation that began in the late 1950s created a shift in Soviet foreign policies from military rivalry to peaceful coexistence as Khrushchev aimed to demonstrate Soviet superiority by cultural means. Cultural displays in sport, science and the arts enabled direct comparisons between the Soviet Union and Western nations and evidence of the success communism brought. The Soviet space programme became an important area of international comparison.

The early Soviet space programme displayed the progress the Soviet Union had made in technology. In 1957, the Soviets took the West by surprise by launching the first satellite in space, Sputnik I. Beating the United States programme, and launching such a heavy satellite, led many to believe that science held a ‘more respected position in Soviet culture than in America.’ Yuri Gagarin and Valentina Tereshkova, the first male and female cosmonauts, were influential figures as their popularity, both domestic and international, and helped spread
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the policies Khrushchev was implementing. These fresh faces represented the new, young, attractive Soviet Union that was being presented to the West.
The interpretation of Marxist theory with regard to women shifted throughout the Soviet era under different leaders. Women’s emancipation was seen in Soviet ideology as being “solved” by incorporating women into the workforce and in the collectivisation of housework and childcare. In this section I will explore three contextual issues that influenced women’s position and image in Soviet society. Firstly, I will analyse how women were to be included in a socialist society in Marx’s and Engels’ work and how this impacted Bolshevik policies. Secondly, in the Stalin era, women’s place in society was reassessed as the practical application of some Bolshevik principles could not align with reality. Lastly, Khrushchev’s denouncement of Stalin created changes in policies that influenced the propaganda image of women.

The Marxist theory of gender influenced the Bolshevik ideology towards women, which, in turn, helped shape Soviet society. There is a tendency to view Marx’s and Engels’ works separately in recent scholarship with Marxist gender studies relying on Engels’ work, *Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State.* Marx’s work on gender is scattered throughout his essays and unpublished notes. However, their views on gender are predominantly similar with both focusing on the oppression that women experienced in a capitalist society from a distinctly economic point of view. Engels claims that women’s oppression commenced with the privatisation of property. He argues that as man became the primary hunter, women’s roles were reduced to primary child bearers. Engels continues to assert that women’s oppression was based on man’s need to assure women’s fidelity to guarantee that their inheritance went only to their kin. Consequently, the overthrow of capitalism would begin to end women’s oppression as there would not be property inheritance to pass on to the next generation. However, Engels neglects other non-economic forms of oppression, such as such as their ‘slave status in the family’, which the Bolsheviks would later fail to fully address as they tried to apply gender equality to a society.

Despite many key similarities between Marxism and feminism, there has always been a distinct division. The Bolsheviks had an early mistrust of Western feminism as to them it was
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an ideology of upper class women who were attempting to further their own interests. There was a clear dismay towards feminism, which early Bolsheviks sometimes used as a brand against female sectors of the Party who criticised policies focused on female issues. Elizabeth Wood has explained this Bolshevik desire to link women’s oppression with class oppression so that no special attention was given to women as it potentially ‘threatened’ the class nature of the revolution. Women were ultimately tied to the desires of a Bolshevik revolution through the linking of their desire for equality under the umbrella term of class. Many Marxists also argued that feminism was actually a secondary ideology as it was tied to class conflict and feminism had the potential to merely distract from the main issue of the working classes. Heide Hartmann argues that though early Marxists ‘were aware of the deplorable situation of women in their time the[y] failed to focus on the differences between men’s and women’s experiences under capitalism. They did not focus on the female questions – how and why women are oppressed as women.’ Rather, the Bolsheviks saw women’s equality as being tied with class and therefore if the antagonistic class system was abolished, then women’s equality would follow.

Prior to the 1917 revolution, the majority of the Bolsheviks, with the exception of the gender theorist Aleksandra Kollontai, did not write anything new on women’s issues, instead relying heavily on traditional Marxist ideology. It was important that the Bolsheviks had women’s support for the 1917 revolution, rather than having them side with feminists or the Mensheviks, as women had the power to ‘sabotage the new political order’. Without women’s support, the revolution would have been missing a large proportion of their workers, which consisted of women during World War I. The Bolshevik also needed women’s support because of women’s responsibility in raising the next generation; as mothers they had an important role in shaping future generations and influencing their children’s attitudes either for or against a socialist society and, as Lenin said, ‘you cannot draw the masses into politics without drawing women into politics as well’. Women were, after-all, half of the population. Although the Bolsheviks did not specifically focus on women’s issues, other than promising
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them equality under Communism, their main slogan during World War I of ‘Peace, Bread and Land’ was particularly appealing for women.\textsuperscript{23} The rationing of bread and long lines for food were a distinct issue amongst women in the cities and influenced women’s support towards the Bolsheviks.

Lenin’s theory on women reflected the ideology of Engels and Marx, except he was more focused on the practical application of the theory of equality.\textsuperscript{24} Lenin believed that women could only be lifted out of their oppression under capitalism, which they experienced both at work and at home, through a socialist revolution.\textsuperscript{25} Immediately following the revolution the Bolsheviks announced women as equals of men;\textsuperscript{26} however, actually making women equals in everyday society proved to be more difficult than a simple declaration. Attwood attributes this difficulty of implementing women’s equality in Soviet society to the deeply misogynistic Russian culture prior to the revolution.\textsuperscript{27} For example, women conducted most of the domestic duties in the home. Following the revolution, women’s oppression in homes was difficult to overcome because there was little male participation in domestic service as it did not serve the male interest.\textsuperscript{28} Instead of trying to create a culture of male participation in domestic chores, the Bolsheviks promoted a future ideal of collectivised housework.\textsuperscript{29} Lenin goes further than Marx and Engels by focusing women’s need for emancipation from the domestic sphere:

Notwithstanding all the liberating laws that have been passed… [woman] continues to be a domestic slave, because petty housework crushes, strangles, stultifies and degrades her, chains her to the kitchen and to the nursery, and wastes her labour on barbarously unproductive, petty, nerve-racking, stultifying and crushing drudgery. The real emancipation of women, real communism, will begin only when a mass struggle (led by the proletariat which is in power) is started against this petty domestic economy, or rather when it is transformed on a mass scale into large-scale socialist economy.\textsuperscript{30}

Here Lenin expresses a clear need for collectivised domestic service to overcome women’s oppression of domestic labour. However, overcoming the domestic burden was more difficult in the practical application of legislation and collectivisation.
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The early legislations of the Bolsheviks to help emancipate women were important in changing the structure of society and shaping the role of the “new Soviet woman.” Marx and Engels believed that the structure of the nuclear family would slowly dissolve after a socialist revolution as the family was no longer the cornerstone of society, as it is under capitalism, and the state would overtake many roles filled by a family. Laws, such as the simplification of divorce procedures that would allow men and women to enter and leave unions, would slowly dissolve the structure of the family. The Bolsheviks used this Marxist theory to created new laws that gave more independence to women, such as easy divorce procedures, legalised abortion, and equal rights for mothers with children born outside of wedlock. However, laws that simplified divorces supported a woman’s right to leave an abusive husband, but fell short of encouraging adoption of this law. Lenin saw women’s emancipation from their fathers and husbands being achieved by their undertaking paid labour in industries.

In 1920 the Soviet government legalised abortion, classifying it as a ‘necessary evil’ to prevent illegal abortions which were a health risk for women. During this time, unlike most European governments, the Soviet government did not actively encourage citizens to have children to compensate for the significant population loss caused by World War I. This legalisation aligned with Lenin’s view that abortion was only a temporary necessity and the state would become capable of providing widespread state support. This view was based on the vision of an early Bolshevik ideologist on gender, Alexandra Kollontai, that the state would take responsibility for all children through state support to mothers and the collectivisation of day care for children. Once mothers received enough state support that children were no longer feared or a burden on women, then abortion would be banned again to allow unrestricted childbirth. In 1936, under Stalin, abortion was banned, with propaganda magazines asserting that complete state support for mothers, as envisaged by Lenin, had been achieved. Stalin’s regime did not acknowledge that the level of support from the state for new mothers differed vastly from Lenin’s intended vision. Motherhood held a significant place in Russian culture
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and this would be carried into the Soviet era as it was heavily promoted in propaganda. The lack of media coverage on the second legalisation of abortion in 1955 shows this emphasis on motherhood. Soviet leaders did not promote the shift in policy as they ‘did not wish large numbers of women to resort to abortion instead of childbirth’. This legalisation was not a change in ideology or beliefs but rather was once again influenced by the danger of underground abortions.

Women’s involvement in the workforce was supposed to give them a degree of financial freedom and enable them to develop important skills beyond the domestic sphere. The initial involvement of women in the workforce was not a movement across the whole economy. Rather, women were channelled into low-paying and traditionally female roles, like textile workers. Buckley attributes this constriction in women’s choice of workplace roles to the lack of adequate childcare in many industries and the persistence of ‘traditional gender roles’. In 1885, women made up 22 per cent of the industrial workforce in Russia and by 1914 this had risen to 32 per cent. During World War I this grew to 40 per cent by 1917 and further to 46 per cent by 1920.

Communist ideology claimed that eventually men and women would not need to be distinguished between and simply would be seen as equals under both law and in society. Rather than basing identities in genders, religion, class or ethnicity, the Bolsheviks believed future identities would be based in economic activity. However, Attwood argues that assimilating women into the public/work sphere within a masculine context, rather than through women’s own context, was a significant issue in women’s equality in this period. It was easier to bring women into the public sphere by having them adapt to the workforce as men had constructed it, rather than focusing on the needs and limitations that women faced. Although some effort was made with certain areas like childcare, this was mainly restricted to the cities, and women still encountered significant domestic burdens at home. This also led to a lack of women’s participation in politics as full-time working women, having finished their shifts, still had washing, cooking and cleaning to do, which left little extra time for anything
Leon Trotsky acknowledged this problem in his 1923 publication *Problems of Everyday Life*, where he addressed the issues of inequality in marriage, which would only be overturned by a fundamental societal change. This acknowledgement that inequality existed at a deeper level than laws was not focused on by the Bolshevik Party. Instead, the “woman question” was declared to have been solved in the law changes implemented under Lenin and Stalin.

Early Bolshevik ideology believed the gendered differences between men and women would slowly disappear in a socialist society. This rejection of femininity was explored in Bolshevik fiction. One early example of this was the 1908 utopian novel *Red Star* by Bolshevik Alexander Bogdanov, which describes a Communist, utopian future. In the novel the earthly main character is taken to Mars to experience a Communist society that has developed. Once there the main character finds it almost impossible to distinguish between male and female Martians as gender has become irrelevant under Communism. He observes that:

Everywhere were throngs of large-eyed children – of which sex it was impossible to tell, for boys and girls were dressed identically. True, it is difficult to distinguish even the adult Martian men from the women solely on the basis of their dress, as it is fundamentally the same and differs only slightly in style.

This vision of a utopian, Communist future embodies the early Bolshevik belief that men and women would become indistinguishable in the future. Similarly, this idea can be seen later in the 1926 Soviet play “I Want a Child!”, by Sergei Tret’iakov. In the play, the main female character Milda outright refuses traditional femininity. She is an embodiment of what historian Christina Kiaer calls the ‘androgynous and asexual Bolshevik woman’. Milda appears to the other characters of the play as an androgynous woman dressed in a man’s suit, except once when she is attempting to seduce a male character as she wants to have a child. Here, Milda uses a constructed image of traditional femininity to seduce the male character with perfume, waved hair, make-up and a dress. Milda returns to her androgynous appearance having achieved her goal of conceiving a baby without a husband or traditional family and
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rejects the construction of traditional femininity. These two examples clearly indicate that Bolshevik ideology was deconstructing traditional femininity and that the new Soviet woman would not be bound by traditional constraints.

The Bolsheviks planned to collectivise housework to relieve women of their ‘double burden’. This ambitious goal sought to collectivise ‘child care, cooking, laundry, and shopping to emancipate women’; however, it ‘remained mostly at the level of representational fantasy in posters during the period of the New Economic Policy.’ In the 1920s, the Communist Party ran a propaganda campaign focusing on creating a “new life”. This “new life” aimed to modernise the peasant population as domestic services were collectivised and personal and domestic hygiene was promoted. In the 1930s, this concept shifted towards a fundamentally different notion of ‘cultured life’ centred more on individual consumption and a private sphere, which would provide a route ‘to a modern, rational, cultured, and Soviet everyday life.’ However, promoting consumption of modern luxury goods such as clothing, cosmetics and toiletries was now used to show the high standard of living that Communism had brought, rather than being a part of a bourgeois culture. In political posters, figures who were dressed in modern fashions usually were depicted as bourgeois villains and enemies of the state; however, in advertisements of clothing, cosmetics and toiletries they were used as examples of the development of a “new culture”. The women’s magazine Rabotnitsa explained this consumerism would occur not ‘in a “bourgeois” way as in not… exploiting other people, but in the sense of having culture, elegance and comfort’ in peasants’ personal lives. This directly shows the attempt to make a distinction between the exploitative nature of the bourgeoisie and the creation of consumption of goods to form a higher standard of living for the Soviet people. These goods were shown to be available and accessible to every family, which showed that life had improved in the Soviet Union, contributing to the myth of life under Stalin.

The Stalin era saw the construction of a myth presented in propaganda, that life had become better and more cheerful in the Soviet Union. This would come to influence the image of the “new Soviet woman” in this era. The new Soviet woman was supposed to take a
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combination of ‘a high level of citizenship, selflessness, steadfastness, responsibility, and confidence in the correctness of her actions, but… is also suffused with spiritual softness, emotion, and urge to help, to ease, to take care of others, to support.’\textsuperscript{70} These traditionally feminine characteristics once again became traits encouraged for women, which contrasted with the androgynous figure of the Soviet woman that was seen emerging in Bolshevik literature early in the twentieth century. This androgynous woman, who had become too masculine and adopted masculine traits, was not compatible with traditional femininity.\textsuperscript{71} The government began to heavily mediate the female image in propaganda during the late Stalin period as this fear emerged.\textsuperscript{72} There was a new concern with beauty and fashion as women were encouraged to ‘preserve… femininity in the face of their harsh “masculine” lives’.\textsuperscript{73} In the 1930s, the myth that life under Stalin had become better extended into women’s femininity\textsuperscript{74} through propaganda that showed Soviet families obtaining ordinary commodities, and women with very feminine qualities on masculine worksites. This myth will be explored in \textit{Soviet Union} and \textit{Soviet Woman} magazines during the Stalin era.

The Stalin era brought a significant change to the economic structure of the Soviet Union. There was a need for the Soviet economy to “catch up” to Western powers through rapid industrialisation as the Soviet Union had been a primarily agricultural economy prior to the 1917 revolution. The New Economic Policy, which had allowed small private businesses to operate, ran until 1928 and then industry in the Soviet Union began to be controlled by the Communist Party.\textsuperscript{75} This change from private to state ownership was designed to create a new, fully socialist economy and created massive reorganisations in the Soviet Union. Catching up to the West was measured in targets, laid out in Five-Year Plans, and forced collectivisation of rural farms and livestock.\textsuperscript{76} Labour shortages made women enter the workforce en masse and 1930 saw 437,000 women begin working in industries followed by another 587,000 women in 1931.\textsuperscript{77} These women flooded into certain industries and were often limited in roles they could take.\textsuperscript{78} The textile industry, for example, had predominantly female workers; however, industries such as mining and metal had very limited opportunities for women.\textsuperscript{79} High quotas
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were established in the Five-Year Plans for women’s employment to fill gaps in industries.\textsuperscript{80} This fuelled a common fear that male roles were at risk, despite the Party’s belief that growth of industry would provide new, high-skilled roles for women.\textsuperscript{81} The fear for men’s job security was countered by presenting women as acquiring new roles and not taking any existing roles from men. The regime believed that as industries expanded, under the Five-Year Plan, women would begin to occupy new, high-skilled roles and not just remain at the lower levels of industries. There were not only deliberate measures taken by the Soviet regime to include women in industry, they were also encouraged into the rural workforce.

Rural peasant women were included in the collective farms of the 1930s, and therefore in the Soviet economy. Party slogans of the time included: ‘Without collective farms – inequality. With collective farms – equal rights’ and ‘only Kolkhoz life can obliterate inequality and put women on their feet’.\textsuperscript{82} This was an attempt to present the government overcoming the backwardness and oppression of the peasant women (known as baba) in the countryside by involving them in the “progressive” farms. However, rural working women were offered virtually no supportive childcare and had particularly bad government services.\textsuperscript{83} It was alleged in one collective that women’s responsibility as mothers was used as an excuse to keep them out of leadership roles.\textsuperscript{84} As will be seen in chapter two, in Soviet Woman and Soviet Union magazines, rural women’s education, and the success they then brought to collective farms, was always attributed to the Communist system.

Under Stalin these new Soviet women were becoming increasingly contradictory figures. In Soviet magazines, by the end of the 1930s there was no concern about women’s spare time being spent on domestic chores.\textsuperscript{85} Instead, they were encouraged to ‘develop the full range of traditional female skills’.\textsuperscript{86} Women were encouraged to combine new ‘qualities and functions with many of the old norms of female behaviour.’\textsuperscript{87} There was a distinct fear, which would be carried into the Khrushchev era, of the masculinised, androgynous female who did not successfully combine labour with her natural femininity.

Under Stalin, the closed-off Soviet Union’s policies towards women had focused on their involvement in industries. Women’s involvement in labour was a focal point of policies in the 1930s and 1940s to rapidly grow industries with a new supply of labour.\textsuperscript{88} A fear
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emerging during this period was centred on heavy labour masculinising women’s bodies.89 One Soviet critic of the new Soviet woman was V. I. Nemtsov, who produced articles in Literaturnaya Gazeta, and was fearful that young women, in particular, were losing their femininity as a result of performing hard labour which was traditionally reserved for men.90 Nemtsov was also critical of young women who wanted to hold high-paying “men’s” jobs which were ‘not natural for them’ and in turn they would adopt other bad habits such as ‘smoking and even drinking vodka’.91 The feminisation of specific industries created a more socially acceptable image of women working as it did not appear to be breaking the social construction of femininity.92

Khrushchev’s denouncement of Stalin in 1956 affected policies towards Soviet women. Khrushchev’s ‘thaw’ saw an opening up to the outside world intended to create a ‘constructive dialogue with Western and developing nations.’93 Under this ‘thaw’ the international policy of peaceful coexistence emerged and was designed for the Soviet Union to display its success internationally in science, economics and sport.94 Khrushchev’s new policy of peaceful coexistence influenced the decision to reshape the image of the Soviet people,95 as this emphasis on cultural propaganda led to presenting Communism ‘with a human face’ to the West.96 The re-casting of Soviet women as ‘chic and feminine’ became an intentional political agenda.97 This re-casting of women’s image was designed to attract the West to Soviet society, and subsequently, Communism.
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Soviet Space Achievements

Khrushchev’s policy of peaceful coexistence led to displays of cultural superiority to the rest of the world and the development of the space race. This space race took place between the Soviet Union and the United States as they competed to accomplish many varied space firsts, such as launching the first satellite, animal, man, and woman. Space accomplishments were important for international propaganda as these achievements showed the rest of the world the Soviet Union’s technological development. Trevor Rockwell argues that the Soviet’s space achievements were viewed by the Soviet regime as important ‘propaganda vehicles … for selling the virtues of the socialist system’. Khrushchev sought to prove the Soviet Union’s superior social structure in sophisticated propaganda developed around the space achievements. The technological progression and capability of the Soviet Union was displayed to the world with the 1957 launching of the first satellite in space, Sputnik. Space achievements would shape a positive view internationally of the Soviet Union, particularly as socialist society was humanised in the first male and female cosmonauts, Yuri Gagarin and Valentina Tereshkova.

The focus on space achievements formed an important identity in Soviet society. Slava Gerovitch argues that space achievements began to erase the terror of the Stalinist period, as they provided a new focus and cornerstone of identity for the Soviet Union. Monuments to the space age began to replace Stalinist statues in the Khrushchev era and created a break from the past. Sputnik’s launch created varied responses around the world. One response centred on the fear that this satellite displayed the Soviet Union’s ability to create long range missiles. Another response viewed Sputnik as an embodiment of Khrushchev’s promise to surpass the United States in technological progress and general industry. Despite these reactions, the world’s first satellite reflected a deep, positive shift in Western public opinion of the Soviet Union. The satellite was seen by many as an important contribution to the progression of humankind and being beyond politics. Sputnik I was followed a mere 30 days later with the
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launch of the first animal in space, the dog Laika, on Sputnik II. This contributed to the public’s surprise as Sputnik II surpassed the first satellite drastically in weight.107 The determination of the Soviet Union to be the first nation to place a human in space can be seen in this launching of Laika into space so quickly after the initial satellite.108

The reconstruction of the Soviet man was part of Khrushchev’s agenda to reshape the Western perception of the Soviet people. Yuri Gagarin, the first man in space, was the first Soviet cosmonaut to give ‘socialism… a human face’ to the world.109 Gagarin was a non-threatening, attractive and familiar “human face” utilised in Soviet propaganda to make the Soviet Union, and subsequently socialism, appealing. Gagarin was a pivotal figure for the Soviet Union as he embodied the concept of the “new Soviet man”. The new Soviet man was supposed to be ‘a harmonic combination of rich spirituality, moral purity, and physical perfection.’110 These traits were displayed to the public in press releases and Gagarin’s carefully constructed scripts, which emphasised his humble beginnings on a collective farm, the impact of World War II on his family, and his role as a father and husband.111 Gagarin was a widely appealing figure both in the Soviet Union and abroad, which influenced a young generation to dream of becoming cosmonauts, including many girls.112 One such girl was Tereshkova, who cited Gagarin as a personal inspiration in her pursuit to become a cosmonaut.113

As Gagarin has been perceived as the everyday man, Tereshkova can be perceived as the everyday woman. As historian Sue Bridger said, Tereshkova was selected because she was ‘Gagarin in a skirt’.114 Like Gagarin, Tereshkova’s history embodied many Soviet realities and was utilised in propaganda. Tereshkova was also born on a collective farm in 1937, her mother raised her alone after the father died in World War II, as an adult Tereshkova became a textile worker by day and student by night, and she was an avid parachute jumper.115

Tereshkova became the new face of the “new Soviet woman”, just as Gagarin had become the face of the “new Soviet man”. The public image of Tereshkova following her space flight accentuated her femininity. The early Russian and Soviet women in aviation tended to
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fly in the military, such as the first female military pilot Russian Princess Eugenie Shakhovskaya,116 and there were two World War II Soviet regiments that consisted solely of females: the 587th Women’s Bomber Regiment and 588th Women’s Night Bomber Regiment.117 In contrast, Western aviatrixes were usually wealthy, upper-class women who took up flying for personal interests and some held glamorous, celebrity statuses. Early Western aviatrixes adopted a very intentionally feminine image, despite utilising androgynous elements. For instance, while aviatrixes used traditionally masculine pants for flying,118 celebrity aviatrixes personally mediated their portrayal in the press through photoshoots and created a glamorous image.119 Tereshkova’s image, while glamorous like Western aviatrixes, was controlled not by Tereshkova herself but by the Soviet regime.

Tereshkova’s appearance was an important display of propaganda to the West as she had become a ‘symbol of Soviet womanhood.’120 Tereshkova’s image was an important propaganda tool as she was presented as a modern, feminine woman who was relatable to Western women as it broke the stereotype of masculine Soviet women. Although she maintained a military rank, Tereshkova was mostly presented in civilian dress in public appearances.121 Tereshkova’s fashionable, feminine clothes were relatable to the West as she was presented as an ordinary woman, rather than in a masculine military uniform. This recasting of the Soviet woman was an extension of Khrushchev’s soft power propaganda that familiarised the Soviet Union on Western terms.
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An anxiety that was expressed in the later Stalin period centred on the de-feminisation of Soviet women through their hard lives under the double burden of work and domestic chores. This de-feminisation of women conflicted with the myth of life improving in the Soviet Union that was generated under Stalin in the 1930s. This myth was presented in propaganda magazines and the way these magazines showed the availability in goods will be explored further in chapter two in relation to Soviet Union and Soviet Woman. The image of masculinised Soviet women was an important influence in the Soviet regime’s decision to feminise Tereshkova after her space flight.
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Chapter Two: Women in Soviet Propaganda under Stalin

Women’s equality was displayed in propaganda images designed to make socialism appealing to women across the world. Magazine articles attributed women’s participation in the workforce, and opportunities to study, to a socialist system. Pictures showed Soviet women being integrated into every aspect of Soviet society, including working in industries, science and on collective farms. No longer bound by a patriarchal society, women were portrayed as equals of men and therefore able to achieve their goals to work in their desired fields. Both articles and pictures in the magazines emphasised that Soviet women had achieved equality and are active participates of society.

In the early 1930s, the cult of Stalin constructed the myth that life was being vastly improved under Soviet socialism. This myth was centred on showing that the Soviet Union had a higher form of consumer culture that originated from socialism and not bourgeois principles. Widely available luxury goods would display that life had become better under socialism.

In this period, the “new Soviet woman” became an increasingly contradictory figure. Women’s roles changed as expectations and culture shifted drastically in society. The government now expected women to be successful workers, mothers of large families, and political participants; all of which were impossible to fulfil simultaneously. The cultural shifts revolved mainly around women’s appearance. Propaganda encouraged women to be feminine and discouraged an image of a masculine woman. Women were expected to perform heavy, manual labour while retaining traditionally feminine features as a fear of women becoming androgynous spread.

In propaganda, traditional gender roles were both undermined and encouraged. Women were simultaneously being told to work in different industries, whilst motherhood was honoured and promoted with medals and awards. Women were being encouraged to produce large numbers of children, which they rarely did, while simultaneously being shuffled into the workforce. This tension between women’s role as mother and worker was carried into the Khrushchev era, as motherhood was always promoted by the regime as an important theme alongside women’s equality. The Party’s mediation of the Soviet women’s image was also a trend between the 1930s and 1960s.
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Rural Women

Many articles in *Soviet Union* concentrate on the Bolshevik revolution’s emancipation of rural women from a patriarchal society. Rural women were reported to have all rights denied and were ‘subjected to the most cruel exploitation’ prior to the 1917 revolution.² This article emphasises that the Bolshevik revolution, and the Communist system that followed, enabled rural women to overcome an oppressive patriarchal system. A skewed image of rural women’s options in the Soviet Union is shown here as women were shown as equal participants in the economy. However, as Richard Sakwa highlights, the mere declaration of women’s equality failed to address the deep, cultural levels of oppression that rural women faced in society. Rather than addressing these issues, the Party had simply announced that equality had been obtained for women and therefore, the “woman question” was solved.³ *Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman* magazines frequently contained stories of ordinary, rural Soviet women achieving their dreams of studying and working in their chosen industry, thanks to the Communist system.⁴ The opportunities women were given in the Soviet system were frequently focused on in propaganda and displayed women’s widespread equality across the Soviet Union to the reader.

*Soviet Union* is very direct in presenting rural women’s equality in Soviet society. One article states that: ‘Soviet power gave women equal rights with men in all fields of state, economic culture, social and political life.’⁵ This propaganda theme of women having equal rights in all areas of Soviet society is repeated in many articles;⁶ however, in reality it was not fully realised as women were frequently restricted to low-skilled jobs and often did not receive equal pay.⁷ An article from 1951 narrated the birth of a girl to a poor Armenian family in Tsarist
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⁴ Nektarova, ‘From Kolkhoz Field to Research Laboratory’, *Soviet Union*, vol. 4, 1950, pp. 24-25; Batyrmuzev, ‘An Equal among Equals’, *Soviet Union*, vol. 9, 1950, pp. 16-23: This article accounts for 4,300 women in specialising in teaching, medicine and industrial and agriculture. It also states that there are 1,500 mountain women enrolled in specialty schools and higher education.
Russia. The father was said to be ‘in despair’ as there was only a sad ‘fate awaiting the infant’. However, soon the Bolshevik revolution arrived and the social transformations to rural areas gave this girl, Arsha Ovanesova, the opportunity to obtain an education and she chose to become a film director. Ovanesova was reported to receive the same opportunities as if she were born a boy as society in the Soviet Union was no longer restricted by old customs. The article emphasises that these old, gendered customs, such as fearing the birth of a girl, no longer exist as women could be as successful as men.

Rural women’s achievements were often tied with agricultural improvements in Soviet Union articles in the early 1950s. These achievements were presented as a mastery of nature and drastically improving life in the countryside. One article discusses the creation of a new, experimental breed of white goats, which replaced an old breed with poor wool and little milk. The woman who created these goats, depicted in figure 1 alongside the new breed, left her local area to study but returned with this new breed to improve life for her homeland’s farmers. In figure 1 she is depicted in traditional dress on a farm, not in a lab with a white coat. This article does not dwell on this woman’s leaving her home village to study, but it emphasises her desire to return and improve the lives of her people. Rather than being an individual this woman is presented as focusing on the collective, another significant aspect of Soviet Union propaganda in the Stalin era. This article also displays the inclusion of different ethnicities as propaganda.

---

also conveyed ethnic equality.

The Communist Party addressed the deeper level of inequality in the countryside by presenting collective farms overcoming engrained societal issues in propaganda. Women’s resistance in the early months of forced collectivisation influenced their inclusion into collective farms by the government. Mary Buckley argues women were encouraged to work ‘all year round rather than in concentrated bursts according to season’ and they were encouraged to raise their ‘level of skills and use machinery.’ Soviet women, according to propaganda, could be trained for collective farms as many already seasonal or low-skilled workers. By the end of 1936, around 90 per cent of peasants were living on collective farms.

*Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman* frequently featured articles on women and “shock workers” in these collective farms. Shock workers were various people who exceeded their targets set in the Five-Year Plans to excessive levels and were elevated as examples for other workers to aspire too. During 1950 a *Soviet Union* article showed several women from a collective farm in the beet growing district, who after achieving spectacular harvests were acknowledged by Stalin and other Communist Party and Government leaders. One of these women, Marina Gnatenko, the collective farm leader, had previously pledged to Stalin that her team would raise 500 centners of sugar beets per hectare. Gnatenko had achieved this target
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by studying in a laboratory and then working intensively to implement her new knowledge to the farm’s fields.\textsuperscript{16} Figures 2 and 3 displays to the reader the steps that Gnatenko took by showing her in a scientific setting and then returning to her collective farm. These pictures also draw a clear link between scientific progression and the mastery of nature. While celebrating the success of the sugar beet collective farm, Stalin is reported to have said: ‘only collective-farm life could make labour a matter of honour, could bring forth true heroines among the women and in the countryside. Only collective-farm life could wipe out inequality and make women independent.’\textsuperscript{17} Here, Stalin was reinforcing the equal opportunities for rural women on collective farms and their ability to succeed in a chosen field. Women in propaganda were examples for others to follow and displayed the success that communism enabled them to achieve. An article from 1952 reported on a Ukrainian peasant woman, Stepanida Vishtak, from the Molotov Collective Farm in Kiev being presented with her second Hammer and Sickle Gold Medal award for record harvests.\textsuperscript{18} Vishtak’s hard work was even reported to be honoured with a bronze bust that was being erected in her home village.\textsuperscript{19} The rewards that these shock workers were given were supposed to be motivation for others to follow their example and excel in their chosen field, either rural or industrial.

\textsuperscript{17} I. Nektarova, ‘From Kolkhoz Field to Research Laboratory’, \textit{Soviet Union}, vol. 4, 1950, p. 25.
Women’s inclusion in industries and the equal opportunities provided under Communism was often emphasised in propaganda articles in *Soviet Union* during the Stalin era. One such opportunity was equal gender pay across industries, which was a policy originating from early Bolshevik ideology as it was seen as a crucial way to emancipate women.\(^{20}\) Numerous articles in *Soviet Union* accounted for women being provided equal pay to men who worked in the same field.\(^{21}\) In one article, a male and female tuner who were of equal skill were paid equally and on the day of the report the woman beat her counterpart in production, so she earned more than him.\(^{22}\) However, this was not actually a widespread reality as women were often channelled into lower paying sectors.\(^{23}\) Women’s ability to work in industries was stressed in propaganda. An article emphasises that in ‘every corner of the Soviet Union women’s gifts and talents, cultivated under the Socialist system, are displaying themselves to the full.’\(^{24}\)

Shock workers were displayed in propaganda to motivate other workers. Emotive language was frequently used when articles talked about the production of industry and the achievements of shock workers. One such shock worker was a weaver who exclaimed that she wanted to work quickly as she found it ‘dull’ and ‘uninteresting to work slowly’.\(^{25}\) She goes on to say that ‘we are the masters of our factories, of our land and I want to work to bring as much benefit as possible to my Soviet Homeland.’\(^{26}\) This shows how shock workers were used to exhibit how much they love their work and wanted to help better the Soviet Union to motivate others. In another article, a worker says how she wanted express her gratitude ‘to my Homeland for all that it has done for me, a plain worker’ through ‘working in a way that will

\(^{20}\) Buckley, *Soviet Sisterhood*, p. 34.


\(^{23}\) Buckley, *Women and Ideology*, p. 2.


\(^{26}\) B. Mylnikov, ‘Makers of Fine Fabrics’, *Soviet Union*, vol. 10, no. 20, 1951, p. 29.
help us to reach Communism as quickly as possible.” She then goes on to explain that she has completed her five-year quota five times over and directly attributes her ability to exceed these goals by not working for a capitalist system and corporation but by working ‘for oneself, for one’s people.” This woman attributes what appears to be her personal achievement to the Soviet Union’s economy and social structure. Articles also focused on the workers’ desire to produce, rather than their desire to consume the products they were creating. Groups of women shock workers would also pledge to increase their output to Stalin. One such women’s group was from the Shcherbakov silk factory, seen in figure 4 huddled up discussing their team output beneath a picture of Stalin. Pictures such as this one implied a high level of production was obtainable for everyone and displayed a woman’s role and responsibility in industry. These articles show women who were excelling in their professions, such as cutters, welders, administration staff, and doctors. However, usually the only time women who were not meeting their targets or expectations are mentioned is when shock workers were assisting them in raising their performance. This supports Buckley’s idea that Soviet magazines focused on

women’s involvement in industry and their role in production, rather than the struggles that they faced in these work environments.\textsuperscript{30}

Issues of inequality were present on collective farms. This was despite the Party’s attempts to use collective farms to overcome women’s oppression experienced in the countryside. As was seen in chapter one, women’s involvement in leadership on collective farms was sometimes resisted, citing a woman’s responsibility for taking care of children.\textsuperscript{31} Despite specialised training, women were also excluded from certain roles on collective farms, such as tractor driving. In \textit{Soviet Union}, a large number of female tractor drivers were presented as being trained and working on collective farms. An article on the famous tractor driver, Pasha Angelina, told the story of her rise to become a celebrated shock worker.\textsuperscript{32} Angelina, who grew up in poverty in the 1930s, had a collective farm organised in her area where she became fascinated with tractors and decided to become a specialised tractor driver.\textsuperscript{33} She told the story of what happened following her training:

Many of my fellow-villagers were quite sceptical, for they had never seen or even heard of a woman drive a tractor before. So it took me three years to organize a woman’s tractor brigade, but not long after that there were ten such brigades in the region. I remember that in 1938 Pasha Kovardak, a tractor driver from the Kuban, and I launched the following nationwide appeal through our press: ‘One hundred thousand women tractor drivers wanted!’ Two hundred thousand women answered our call. There were many among them who later became famous and known to the whole country for their exemplary work.\textsuperscript{34}

However, despite this reported increase in female tractor drivers, historian Buckley reports that many women who were trained as tractor drivers actually very rarely acquired jobs.\textsuperscript{35} Articles, such as this one, which claimed a huge involvement of women in specialised industries they were previously excluded from, were merely used for propaganda and to encourage women into these fields.

Propaganda articles about collective farm workers would often depict females for two reasons. Firstly, it was important for rural women to have female role models to aspire to. Secondly, as Buckley highlights, the female body has been traditionally related to nature and land,\textsuperscript{36} stemming from the traditional pagan figure of mother nature and relating to the \textit{baba},

\textsuperscript{30} Buckley, \textit{Women and Ideology}, p. 113.
\textsuperscript{31} Buckley, p. 120.
\textsuperscript{32} Ilić, \textit{Women in the Stalin Era}, p. 110.
\textsuperscript{34} P. Angelina, ‘Steering a Tractor’, \textit{Soviet Union}, vol. 9, no. 67, 1955, p. 28.
\textsuperscript{35} Buckley, \textit{Women and Ideology}, p. 120.
\textsuperscript{36} Buckley, p. 94.
or backwards peasant woman. Buckley believes that the female body was personified in Stalinist collectivisation.\textsuperscript{37} This is due to the connection between women and nature; however, in collective farms women were changed from the figure of the \textit{baba} to a fellow comrade who would contribute to the creation of a new, Soviet socialist society.

\textsuperscript{37} Buckley, \textit{Women and Ideology}, p. 94.
Women were perceived as more backward than men in the Soviet era, due to the stereotype of women implicit in religion and superstition. In the 1930s, there were attempts to bring backward women into the modern era through consumption of cosmetic and hygiene products driven by propaganda encouraging women to embrace traditional feminine beauty and consumption, which would counter the masculinisation of their bodies due to heavy labour. There was a ‘revival of romantic notions about women’s domestic roles’ which was ‘reflected in ideas about beauty and fashion.’ Propaganda attempts to make women appear more feminine was also linked to the myth that life had become better under Stalin.

Stalin’s cult of personality was embedded in international propaganda in Soviet Union and Soviet Woman throughout the 1950s. Buckley documents the rise of “Thank you Stalin” in articles and women’s magazines in the 1940s and 1950s. This has already been seen in this thesis with Stalin’s encouragement of Gnatenko, the beets collective farm worker, to study; the article reported Gnatenko ‘often recalled these words’ as ‘study became Marina’s most cherished dream.’ This furthered the Stalinist cult of personality, as Stalin was portrayed as the direct cause of Gnatenko’s following success as he had instructed her to better herself. This type of propaganda was also a form of encouragement for women to strive to study and advance themselves for their nation. Other articles described the popularity of Stalin and a general celebration of life. A Soviet Union article from 1951 stated there was a ‘vital interest which the Soviet people take in the further development of their country’s economy and in peaceful construction illustrated in the numerous letters they address to Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin.’ Claims of excessive happiness and unanimous support expressed in articles such as these, were untouched with reality.

There was focus on women as consumers in the Stalinist years in the Soviet Union and Soviet Woman. Following World War I, there was an emphasis on production, expanding the economy and increased consumption in society. In the late 1930s, working women’s wages made commodities affordable and led to higher demands for products such as cosmetics and
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clothes. During World War II there was a strong break with consumption as selfish connotations became attached to consumerism.\textsuperscript{48} Following the end of rationing there was a shift towards developing consumer goods and creating a higher level of comfort in Soviet life. This consumption was supposed to show a high standard of living in the Soviet Union, comparable to the West, that was not based on the exploitative capitalist system of the bourgeoisie.\textsuperscript{49} In 1953, a \textit{Soviet Union} article reported many new shops enabling higher sales of luxury goods such as motorcycles, television sets, and refrigerators.\textsuperscript{50} Soviet citizens’ consumption was reported to having been enabled by wages increasing with economic growth.\textsuperscript{51} Cosmetic products were attributed to the development of a higher culture in the Soviet Union and their use was encouraged by the Party. However, these propaganda accounts of consumerism were out of touch with the reality of consumers plagued with long queues for luxury goods that were in short supply in the Stalin era.

In the Stalin era consumption was always linked to production and the development of Soviet society, not the experience of the consumer. For example, an article declared that cosmetics, perfumes and soap produced in the Soviet Union came from ‘dozens of large and up-to-date plants’ built in the Five-Year Plans under Stalin and even the older plants ‘have been so thoroughly modernized and enlarged that they bear not the slightest resemblance to the primitive factories inherited from pre-revolutionary Russia.’\textsuperscript{52} The quality of the factories is emphasised and linked to the rapid growth the Soviets brought in the industrial development of the economy and their attempts to create a modern image of the Soviet Union.

In Marxist ideology, a socialist system would create a high level of consumption and develop a higher standard of living than capitalism. In the late Stalin era, consumption was heavily linked to beauty and personal appearance and this became an important aspect of Soviet propaganda.\textsuperscript{53} Therefore, the concern for femininity, according to historian Michael David-Fox, can be linked to ‘Stalin’s insistence that “life has become better and more cheerful”’.\textsuperscript{54} Consumption was linked to women’s physical appearance and keeping it traditionally feminine. The everyday routines of beauty and maternity in the Soviet Union cannot be seen uniformly across all women.\textsuperscript{55} There would have been variation between beauty standards in
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different nationalities and ethnic groups in the Soviet Union as ‘Soviet women employed different everyday tactics to negotiate the complex landscape of maternity and beauty’. Attwood’s analysis of two women’s Soviet magazines, Krest’yanka (The Peasant Woman) and Rabotnitsa (The Woman Worker), found that the “new Soviet woman” was defined as much by her feminine appearance as by her capacity to work and fight like a man. Soviet women were expected to not only participate as equal members of society but to also retain aspects of their femininity. Therefore, consumption to aid feminine beauty was encouraged by the Soviet regime. This feminine beauty was, as David-Fox says, a ‘conventional understanding of beauty’ that was a return to more romantic notion of female consumption and fashion. Examples of women that did not fit into conventional beauty standards were used as warnings to Soviet women. One story published in both Krest’yanka and Rabotnitsa gave an account of the author’s experience with a female president of a collective farm. He was expecting ‘a simple country woman in a long wide skirt, a blouse with gathered sleeves, a blue headscarf on the head, and a shy and modest manner’. However, the woman he encounters is described as having a wide stride, ‘like a man’s’, and speaking with a ‘deep, throaty voice’ that was ‘in an intentionally masculine manner’. David-Fox suggests this author clearly believes this is not the correct image of the new Soviet woman. Rather, this is an embodiment of the fear of the masculinised woman who is disconnected with her femininity, and a warning to other Soviet women.

Throughout the Stalin era, Soviet Union and Soviet Woman presented an increasingly contradictory figure of the ideal Soviet women as this image was mediated and reconstructed. The Soviet woman was a changing figure who was re-feminised despite being included in the workforce. Women were encouraged from the private sphere of the home into the public sphere of the workforce. This anxiety over women’s femininity became a primary concern in the later Stalin era as there was a push for the consumption of cosmetics and hygiene products which was presented as the development of a deeper Soviet culture. Throughout this changing period, women were consistently represented as mothers in Soviet propaganda.
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Women were encouraged towards traditional gender roles in the Stalin era. The roles of men as workers and women as domestic carers were promoted under the obshchestvennitsy movement in 1939. This movement encouraged all women to ‘try to create at home for their husbands all of the conditions for fruitful work and culture relaxation’. Obshchestvennitsy displayed ‘elite’ wives in a “housewife” role who provided a comfortable setting for their husbands. This emphasised a traditional subordination of women to men. The obshchestvennitsa movement was used to discourage the image of the “backward” wife who was undermining the work of her husband who was in a specialist industrial role. Women were encouraged to support their husbands though keeping busy with household chores. Despite the encouragement for women’s inclusion in the public sphere by the Soviet regime, the emphasis on women’s role in the home and their responsibility as mothers shows one of the central contradictions in their gender policies. Women were simultaneously encouraged to be housewives and take care of their husbands while, contradictorily, they were being encouraged to be involved in the economy. Although the Bolsheviks did initially intend for domestic work to be transferred from the private to the public sphere, in the Stalin era this theoretical idea had not been realised and the domestic sphere still very much remained a part of a female’s “natural duty”.

In a Soviet Union article from 1952, a Soviet housewife described her daily life to an Australian housewife. The Soviet housewife conveyed she was an ‘active participant in life’ as she ‘devotes much of my activity to my family’ but still had time to pay attention to world affairs and politics by listening to the radio. Here, the Soviet housewife is highlighting two key issues that the Soviet regime had with women. First, it emphasises her role in taking care of her husband and children, which wives of men in specialist industries were encouraged to do under obshchestvennitsy movement. Second, it shows the housewife’s involvement and interest in politics, which Soviet women usually lacked the time for. Simultaneously, there is a promotion of women’s involvement in politics and a woman’s role as a mother.
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A continual trend in the Stalin era and beyond was the importance placed on motherhood. Motherhood’s importance in Russian and Soviet culture stretches back to the pre-revolutionary peasantry, which elevated the idea of the land being both Mother Earth and Mother Russia, and the interest in these two mothers in pre-revolutionary thought, art and literature by the nineteenth century intelligentsia. This theme of motherhood became a significant aspect of Soviet society in the Stalin era. The language used to describe motherhood in *Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman* displays the importance the government placed on it. Emotive statements such as: ‘motherhood is crowned with a halo of glory’, and ‘our Soviet women remain devoted mothers. The sacred state of motherhood is honoured and respected among the Soviet people’, reflected the importance motherhood held in Soviet culture. These statements express the turn towards traditional femininity and motherhood that occurred in the mid-1930s. Janet Evans links this change to traditional views of motherhood to the limited gender theory in Marxism. As was explored in chapter one, there was a tendency to rely on Engels’ economic theory of gender oppression, which Heather Brown believes enabled a combination of traditional views of motherhood and domesticity to be incorporated into the Bolshevik ideology.

Articles in *Soviet Union* were concerned with motherhood as women were raising and influencing the future generations of Soviet workers. The Soviet regime understood the importance of mothers from as early as the 1917 revolution. There were attempts to include women and mothers in politics in the lead-up to the revolution as the Bolsheviks needed women to raise the next generation of Soviets to support the new regime. Cynthia Hooper carries this theory into the Stalin era as she argues that the regime viewed the private sphere as ‘a key site of potential political corruption… that must be repeatedly tested’. The Soviet regime understood that the generational values passed down through the family meant that women needed to be influenced. Therefore, Soviet propaganda magazines are seen prompting women to raise their children in line with Soviet political ideology. Articles in propaganda magazines tried to influence women to raise children with specific qualities: ‘patriotism, devotion,
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truthfulness, and perseverance.' Similarly, sweeping statements by women were designed to influence other mothers. In 1951, one mother said: 'It is with a sense of responsibility and legitimate patriotic pride that Soviet women perform their maternal duties; they bring up their children in the spirit of Socialist consciousness and selfless devotion to our Motherland.' These sweeping statements, which were inclusive of all Soviet mothers, were propaganda designed to show the responsibility that mothers held.

Not only was the way the mothers raised children a target of propaganda, but so were the numbers of children women chose to have. Motherhood was directly encouraged by the Soviet regime and medals were given to women who had many children. Awards were given to mothers who had brought up their own children, and if all of the children survived until the youngest child turned one. The recipients of these medals were frequently mentioned in Soviet Union during the 1950s. An article from 1951 stated that more than 3,000,000 mothers have been awarded the Glory of Motherhood Order and the Motherhood Medal; 33,000 Soviet women proudly wear on their breasts the gold Mother Heroine star. By 1952, the number of women with the Glory of Motherhood Order and the Motherhood Medal had increased to over 3,500,000 and the number of women who had received the Mother Heroine had risen to over 35,000. These medals for mothers supported traditional expectations that it was the woman’s duty to raise children because, as Attwood points out, there were no awards for fathers. Mothers in Soviet Union articles are placed clearly in the forefront of the public propaganda showing the concern the Party had with birth rates.

After the significant loss of men in World War II, growing importance was placed on women to produce more children to replenish the imbalance in the population. Melanie Ilić argues that a woman having a child outside of marriage was more widely accepted during this period as young women had a low chance of finding a husband. State welfare was also made available to women with over four children and some financial assistance was given to single mothers. Soviet Union regularly included articles to show the financial aid used to support these women. Propaganda emphasised the duty of women widowed after World War II to
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raise children alongside working fulltime. Propaganda stories in magazines showed women embracing and succeeding in this double-burdened life. One such story is that of widow Anastasia Burova, whose husband died in World War II, and who attributed her survival and success in raising her four children to her workplace, her neighbours, and the government.\(^{92}\) She states that she was not left ‘to bear the burden alone.’\(^{93}\) Rather, her children were fed, washed, and looked after by the local kindergarten while she was at work.\(^{94}\) This display of government services showed that women could still have children without the support of a man.
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Women’s roles in the public and private sphere were of great concern to the Stalinist regime. There was a propaganda effort to include women in the public spheres of industry and on collective farms. Women’s lives in the private sphere of the home were also influenced. They were encouraged to influence positive traits in their children, have large numbers of children, and be supportive wives. In the 1930s, the new “everyday culture”, novi byt, encouraged women to embrace feminine aspects of themselves and not to allow their masculine work to affect their bodies. Shock workers in propaganda were used to encourage everyday women in industries to work harder and strive to exceed their strenuous targets. In this period, there was increasing confusion over the role of the “new Soviet woman” as she was expected to perform domestic duties, remain the primary caregiver, be an exceptional worker, and be politically involved, which was an impossible feat. Propaganda encouraged women to find the perfect tension between the private “feminine” sphere and public “masculine” sphere as the fear of the androgynous woman emerged.
Chapter Three: Women in Soviet Propaganda under Khrushchev

Following Khrushchev’s denouncement of Stalin in 1956, a change in Soviet foreign policy opened up the Soviet Union to the rest of the world. This policy of “peaceful coexistence” shaped foreign relations and subsequently influenced Soviet propaganda. Peaceful coexistence opened the Soviet Union to the world through exchanges and comparisons in cultural and scientific achievements.\(^1\) To make the Soviet regime appealing to the West, the Soviet woman’s image was constructed aligned with familiar Western standards of traditional femininity. Soviet women were depicted using luxury domestic products and feminine items rather than being portrayed at work and as female shock workers. The Khrushchev regime became focused on demonstrating the cultural superiority of Soviet society by “catching up” and overtaking Western nations’ production of consumer goods. Consequently, propaganda in this era was filled with examples of domestic commodities and luxury goods that were accessible to everyday citizens. This propaganda was an unrealistic depiction of shops as they were often plagued with shortages of consumer goods.\(^2\) Propaganda fashion articles showed that Soviet women desired to look good no matter where they were and stressed traditional femininity.

In the Stalin era women had been viewed as producers either in the economy or the family. Women who displayed excellent work ethics or had large families were celebrated in magazines and used as examples for others to follow. The construction of female beauty was ‘that it was an inner quality, not related to outward physical appearance’.\(^3\) In the Khrushchev era propaganda began encouraging women to be feminine in articles on hair, fashion, and consumer goods in magazines. However, the Khrushchev regime continued to fail to readdress the “woman question” as it had been officially “solved” in the early Stalin era.\(^4\)

In the early Khrushchev period there was a strong disenchantment with the Stalin era. Stalin’s cult of personality was replaced by returning to traditional Leninist principles in Soviet Union and Soviet Woman propaganda articles. These Leninist principles refer to the speeches and original ideologies of the 1917 revolution. Leninist ideology emerged in propaganda simultaneously as references to Stalin disappeared. Several articles attribute the policy of “peaceful coexistence” as a Leninist principle,\(^5\) as did Khrushchev when he said: ‘Soviet

\(^{1}\) Thompson, *A Vision Unfulfilled*, p. 390.
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foreign policy… is distinguished by continuity: it has always been, it is and it will continue to
be, the Leninist policy of peaceful coexistence.6 This foreign policy was a clear break with the
international isolation of the Soviet Union under Stalin.7 The newly opened Soviet Union
would be made appealing to the West by impressive cultural and scientific displays. Cultural,
scientific and educational exchanges began occurring with the rest of the world by 1959.8 This
openness generated new competition beyond sport and science, as it went into the kitchen. The
“kitchen” race created a comparison of consumer goods between the Soviet Union and the
United States.
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Continuing Stalinist Images of Women

Under Khrushchev, motherhood continued to be promoted in propaganda as women were encouraged to place the family before their roles as workers. State support remained inadequate as women were still responsible for the domestic sphere while working. Motherhood was promoted as a woman’s primary concern and its important role in society was emphasised. An example of this, seen in Soviet Union is an account of a reporter interviewing Alla Masevich, a female astronomer and astrophysicist, who was involved in the launching of Sputnik. Towards the end of the interview Masevich said she wanted to show the interviewer some photos, and he assumed that it would be recent pictures of Sputnik in space. Instead, the pictures depicted Masevich’s daughter holidaying at the Black Sea with her grandparents. The article goes on to say that while the rest of the world was ‘counting the orbits that the Sputniks were making round the Earth Alla Masevich was counting the days till little Natasha came home again to her in Moscow.’ This article is clearly showing that although Masevich had achieved renowned success in her field as a scientist, she still placed being a mother first and her primary concern was her daughter. Not letting work interfere with a woman’s role as a mother is a primary theme of this article, and this era.

Women were presented as peacekeepers trying to drive forward international peace in Soviet Union and Soviet Woman magazines. This inherent link between women, international peace and the family is referring to the traditional perceptions of women being more “biological” and connected to nature. This image of women as peacekeepers was particularly prevalent in articles written around the 16th of March, when International Women’s Day conferences were held. The 1963 conference had a particular focus on international disarmament because of worldwide tension over nuclear warfare and the cold war climate. Women’s role as mothers is linked to their drive for international peace. Slogans such as ‘We mothers of the world’ created a unifying image of all women together working together towards international peace. The link of women as mothers in this call for peace is inherently tied into humanity as a ‘united, wonderful family’. One group of female scientists, gathering at the conference, were focused on as mothers rather than scientists. The report said the women were all ‘mothers, busy bringing up their children and naturally, they spoke of their children, and of how they all wanted the blue skies they love so well to be skies of peace.’ In this article,
women’s “peacekeeping nature” is directly linked to motherhood and the need to protect the world from nuclear warfare for future generations. Other articles continued this trend:

> Women came from all continents to proclaim their demand for general and complete disarmament, the cessation of nuclear weapon tests and the prohibition of such weapons, and the utilization of all materials and human resources to increase the well-being of mankind. In this they see the path of peace, the path leading to a better life for their families, their children.\(^{15}\)

In this article, women call for peace and disarmament to secure their families’ well-being. Women calling for peace in this setting included women in the public and political domain, unlike in the Stalin era, where motherhood was predominantly linked to the private sphere of the home. However, the distinct link between femininity and motherhood had never left the depiction of women’s roles in the Soviet Union.

Presenting women as feminine despite working in traditionally masculine roles was an intentional propaganda agenda in the Khrushchev era. Attwood reflected on the expectations for Soviet women to combine the “masculine” traits of ‘[r]ationality, innovation, hard work and the competitive spirit’ with the “feminine” traits of ‘adulation, shyness, modesty, and, above all, maternity.’\(^{16}\) These masculine traits were all inward characteristics, whereas the feminine traits were predominantly outward physical attributes. This construction of an outwardly feminine image of the ideal Soviet woman in propaganda is an attempt to break away from the stereotype of the androgynous female who displayed outwardly masculine features. Women would instead appear feminine outwardly, while channelling more masculine and therefore “rational” traits in their characters. Propaganda reflected this construction of the Soviet woman in the Khrushchev era as articles emphasised women’s femininity. The article on the female astrophysicist described her as having an ‘infectious’ sense of humour despite her ‘serious scientific work’.\(^{17}\) This article reassures the reader that this woman’s serious role as a scientist has not affected her femininity and instead it highlighted her natural beauty. Similarly, an article on a medical institution reported that a female doctor had ‘bright blue’ eyes, ‘a flashing smile’ and described her movements as graceful.\(^ {18}\) The femininity of the doctor is accentuated as her eyes are described as ‘huge and luminous, grey as the waters …

that reflected a keen mind and strong will, faith and courage, loyalty and love for humanity.’

These traits listed are a reflection of the values from the early Bolshevik period that the new Soviet woman was supposed to possess. Figure 5 displays a female builder on a construction site of a new apartment block. Her slight figure and smile highlight traditional feminine features which contrast with the masculine work site. Similarly, the manicured hands working on a motherboard in figure 6 convey a feminine image. The bright red nail polish is difficult to miss in the image and it stands out against the electronic background. These two images both display femininity being successful combined with masculine environments.

Cultural Comparison

Cultural comparison and assimilation ties back into Russian history. The Russian Tsar Peter the Great opened up Russia to Western culture when he implemented new customs in the 18th century, including shaving men’s beards and wearing Western clothing. In the Stalin era there were attempts to create a new consumer culture with a high standard of living through non-bourgeois means. Khrushchev’s similar involvement in controlling the image of consumerism in the Soviet Union highlights a continuation from the Stalin era. However, propaganda was now more exposed to Western accounts of the Soviet Union as journalistic censorship had lightened and foreign visitors were more frequent, as will be seen in chapter four. There was a distinct shift from the Stalin era as propaganda attempted to present a higher standard of living in the Soviet Union that was based on direct competition with capitalism systems. The Khrushchev regime believed the rest of the world would be attracted to a socialist system if it could provide the highest living standard. This led to the “kitchen race” where consumption was compared between the Soviet Union and the United States.

Not only was there a race between the United States and the Soviet Union for scientific and sport domination, the “kitchen race” was focused on proving which society provided the best consumer culture and overall living standard for its citizens. The term “kitchen race” originated in a debate between Khrushchev and Richard Nixon in 1959 as part of the first cultural exchange between the Soviet Union and the United States displaying “The American Home” in Moscow. While touring the model kitchen of the prefabricated building, Nixon and Khrushchev began debating its affordability for ordinary American workers. Nixon insisted that an average worker could purchase the home, for 14,000 dollars, while Khrushchev insisted that only the American elite could afford it, whereas in the Soviet Union any worker could easily obtain similar homes and appliances. Soon after this debate, Khrushchev declared the Soviet Union would catch up and overtake the West in all areas, including living standard and the consumption of luxury consumer goods. Hetherington argues ‘that the commodity race
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was as important as the missile race in competition against capitalism’.\textsuperscript{26} The Soviet regime’s success against the rest of the world would be measured in luxury goods and commodities.\textsuperscript{27} Therefore, consumer goods were displayed as being widely available and increasing in production in \textit{Soviet Union} and \textit{Soviet Woman}. Articles were important propaganda pieces as these magazines were circulated globally.

Consumer goods displayed in \textit{Soviet Union} and \textit{Soviet Woman} articles were disconnected from the everyday reality of Soviet citizens’ lives. There was a continuation of Stalinist “half-truths” in the Khrushchev era, as although there were more goods available than in the immediate post-World War II period, it was not to the extent presented in articles. Fashion historian, Djurdja Bartlett argues that, similarly to under Stalin, everyday reality for consumers was queues and insufficient supply in shops,\textsuperscript{28} when in articles, goods were frequently reported as being readily available for consumption. In an article from 1957, a woman reminisced that there ‘was a time when the country was so poor that a red-and-blue pencil seemed a marvel to a child’, whereas now ‘refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, and electric floor polishers are to be seen in the homes of ordinary Soviet citizens.’\textsuperscript{29} Consumption appeared to be everywhere and one new Moscow department store could even serve 150,000 people daily.\textsuperscript{30} Similarly, in 1961, a newly opened bridal store was very popular from the day it opened as people bought ‘a lot’ from evening clothes to ‘dishes, perfumes, shoes, toiletry, flowers, jewelry’.\textsuperscript{31} Figure 7 displays a Moscow department store fully stocked
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with shoes, bags, gloves, and many kitchen appliances. Articles and pictures in propaganda displayed a high level of consumer demand being fulfilled by the Khrushchev regime. The few articles that did acknowledge a shortage of consumer goods quickly justified it because of the hardship the Soviet Union encountered during and following World War II, in comparison to other nations, or their comparative late development of industries.32 The message that Soviet citizens had a high standard of living is conveyed clearly in these magazines, despite being disconnected with everyday reality.

Cultural consumption was not limited to cities but was widely available in rural areas. An article on a Moscow department store emphasised to readers that this store was not only in cities.33 In 1954, an article reported there would be 10,800 new co-operative and state-owned stores opening across the Soviet Union and many would be in rural areas.34 Rural families were also depicted enjoying the comforts of luxury goods. One normal, collective farm family was shown with ‘a television set … washing machine and … a motorbike.’35 An article on a collective farm near Moscow depicted villagers using cars, fixing a push bike and a couple on a motorbike, as seen in figures 8 and 9. This implied that luxury items were common occurrences and were readily available in rural settings where goods would in reality have been hard to obtain.

Families in the Khrushchev era were reported in propaganda to have large amounts of disposable income that provided a high level of consumption. Family budget reports displayed the ability for families to purchase leisure goods after paying for living essentials, such as gas,

rent and food. One family, the Strunins, bought ‘a new wardrobe, a radio set, two coats, a mackintosh, a suit, several pairs of trousers, shirts, underwear, textiles for dresses and children’s suits, and several pairs of footwear’, alongside other items, in a single year.\(^{36}\) Another article reported that one family’s living costs were only 1,700 rubles per month, which amounted to less than half of their total income.\(^{37}\) The family was left with plenty of money for recreational activities and various other expenditures, such as getting their flat refurbished, which they had done the previous autumn.\(^{38}\) High wages reportedly allowed women to have disposable income and one article reported that a woman was earning 1,200 rubles a month at a fabric factory.\(^{39}\) However, in reality, Soviet women earned significantly lower wages than men, which these articles consistently fail to highlight.\(^{40}\) These articles also do not mention the shortages of consumer goods these families would encounter when trying to spend this disposable income. Instead, these magazine reports presented women and families with high incomes that enabled purchase of leisure items, luxury goods and improved living standards. Due to the ongoing kitchen race, these “ordinary” families appeared in propaganda to have high living standards.

Housing, similar to consumer goods, presented an opportunity to display a high living standard to the rest of the world. In the Khrushchev era there was an effort to show an increase in housing standards across the Soviet Union. During the four-year period of 1956–1960, more houses were built than in the twenty-eight years between 1918 and 1946.\(^{41}\) Propaganda linked women to these housing projects as many were reported to have worked on the building sites and could be seen there ‘day after day’.\(^{42}\) A Soviet Union article claimed that one in every four people, or 50,000,000 Soviet citizens, moved into new flats between 1958 and 1963.\(^{43}\) A 1955 article centred on a woman moving into a new three-room flat with its own kitchen and amenities claimed this woman was joining millions of people who held housewarming parties last year.\(^{44}\) However, reports on building projects neglected the general displeasure of continual overcrowding in many apartments. As historian Christine Varga-Harris points out, promises and claims of new homes were offset with numerous letters written by conventional people
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who had a vastly different portrayal of the housing situation in the Soviet Union during the Khrushchev period.\textsuperscript{45} Varga-Harris writes:

Rife with frustration, the discourses that emerged conjure up themes of wartime propaganda and bemoan a delayed homecoming or return to normalcy on the domestic front after Stalinist repression and war. In evoking persistent hardship and official rhetoric of the past, they offer a counter-narrative to that of the radiant socialist future depicted in the typical housewarming feature of the Khrushchev period. They demonstrate that, despite grandiose efforts, housing continued to be characterized by overcrowding, disrepair and extreme inconvenience.\textsuperscript{46}

Dissatisfaction with housing developments originated post-war and citizen’s letters placed the personal issues of ordinary people in the forefront, not the State’s version of reality.\textsuperscript{47} These letters show that those who did not receive new apartments were frustrated and questioned their distribution.\textsuperscript{48} The letters display that the housing crisis in the Soviet Union was not resolved and housing demand was not fully met. Issues with housing were not reported in the official propaganda rhetoric as instead there was a strong focus on the production of housing and showing an increase in living standards.

In \textit{Soviet Union} articles, Soviet youth are presented as leading the nation into the future. The Khrushchev regime was creating a generational break through this image, as the next generation supposedly was forming the nation’s future and not the generation that had been in power when Stalin’s terror occurred. As Attwood explains, the regime was attempting to bring Soviet youth into the fold of the Communist Party, which they had begun to step outside of, by associating them with the future of the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{49} A youth subculture had been emerging that wanted to reclaim socialism and move towards democratisation and liberalisation, rather than breaking away from socialism entirely.\textsuperscript{50} However, despite this subculture remaining a mild, idealistic vision, Soviet authorities wanted to bring it into the official political fold.\textsuperscript{51} In propaganda, youth are represented as already being a part of the regime and supporting Khrushchev. One propaganda article reported that the Soviet youth are a ‘young generation, free from bigotry and the weight of habit, possessing an acute sense of the new, accept or reject
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the heritage of their fathers.’ The article goes on to say: ‘when the Party rejected Stalin’s style and concepts and cast aside everything that stood in the people’s way, shackled initiative and stifled thought, when the Leninist principles of confidence in man were restored, our youth supported the Party.’ In these messages, Soviet youth’s return to supporting the government displays the break between the Stalin and Khrushchev era. The implication is that Soviet youth were aware of the errors the previous generation made and would not support a similar regime. Official propaganda shows a unified Soviet Union by displaying the apparent support of the Soviet youth. Youthfulness was also important in constructing the new Soviet man and woman as they were always presented in propaganda as young, healthy, attractive figures, in tune with their masculinity and femininity. This idea of youthfulness was seen in particular in the faces of the young cosmonauts who replaced the monuments to Stalin.

---

Femininity in Fashion

The fear of the androgynous woman, which had emerged under the later Stalin period, was also evident in the Khrushchev era. The reconstruction of the Soviet woman’s image in the Khrushchev era is referred to by Attwood as a ‘need to temper the rational with the romantic [which] also resulted in the revival of a traditional understanding of female beauty which had been challenged in the 1920s; women might wield pneumatic drills at work, but they should dress like fashion models at home.’55 Here, Attwood highlights that women were instructed to possess masculine qualities in their roles in the public sphere and express feminine qualities in the private sphere. This is a break from the early Bolshevik ideology that eventually men and women would be indistinguishable from each other. Now, a woman who could not combat a masculine physique from the manual labour many performed was seen as an issue. In reaction, a traditional image of femininity was encouraged to women, including in their fashion. Fashion choice therefore was a matter of political concern as the way women dressed could shape public perception and reflect living standards, which was important in international cultural comparison.

In post-Stalin Soviet Union and Soviet Woman publications, articles on fashion, including style advice and images of seasonal clothing, began to be published. During the 1950s, Western fashion had been rejected and branded in Soviet women’s magazines as ‘privileged, unpractical, irrational, irresponsible, impossible, too expensive, socially restrictive, decadent, and therefore ugly’.56 However, as Khrushchev’s new foreign policies opened the Soviet Union to the world, there were opportunities to explore Western fashion trends rather than immediately rejecting them. Some Soviet articles tried to prove that there were significant differences between Soviet and Western fashion; however, as David-Fox argues, it was actually difficult to distinguish between the two.57 Fashion articles began appearing in Soviet Union from 1955,58 with a monthly column from June 1956.59 Women were encouraged in these articles to adopt a traditional form of femininity in their fashion choices. These articles also emphasised that all Soviet women from every ‘town and country, and even in the Arctic’ wanted to be well dressed, despite having nationalities and professions.60 In 1959, thousands of letters were written to Soviet Union by women seeking
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workplace fashion advice as these women wanted to be well dressed everywhere.61 Similar to fashion, beauty also encouraged combining femininity with traditionally masculine workplaces. Figure 10 depicts a cheesemaker putting on lipstick at work, which demonstrates to the reader that beauty was not restricted to traditionally feminine environments or the city.62 This picture reinforces the idea that a woman should be feminine no matter the setting.

Returning to traditional femininity in fashion and beauty accompanied a return to traditional feminine body aesthetics. The historian Gradskova argues that the ‘ideal type of femininity’ presented was ‘women… with a visible waist, moderately slim with graceful shoulders and proportionally long legs.’63 This image of the ideal Soviet woman aligns more closely with the traditional Western femininity than with the ideal androgynous Bolshevik woman explored in chapter one. These propaganda articles were used to display Soviet women to the outside world. Women were intentionally presented as retaining their femininity in masculine environments and not as shock workers or equal participants in the economy, as they had been in the Stalin era, as seen in chapter two. The international propaganda image of Soviet women had changed under Khrushchev as now Soviet women were displayed as feminine.

While Soviet Union’s fashion articles were reportedly for every woman, practically, the advice could not have been applicable across all Soviet women’s diverse daily lives. Changing fashion trends displayed in articles apparently satisfied ‘the needs of collective farmers, professors, actors, and so on.’64 However, one example of a fashion trend was the 1957 ‘full, bloused backs, loose collars, wide belts, and “barrel” skirts.’65 In reality, this would have been impractical and unaffordable for many. With fashion changing every season, the average Soviet women would not have been able to constantly adopt new trends, as materials were difficult to source and clothes generally had to be made by hand. Instead, these seasonal fashion trends closely represent those in Western fashion magazines, which is probably what these
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international Soviet magazines were replicating. In chapter four, the UK and Irish newspapers will be seen critiquing these fashion trends as lagging 10 years behind the West.

Everyday shortages in the fashion industry became apparent as traditional femininity was encouraged in clothing by the Khrushchev regime. Everyday life was disconnected from propaganda and the constructed image of the fashion industry. The everyday shortages that plagued other consumer items in Soviet citizens’ lives is also seen in the availability of clothing:

The glamorous official socialist version of fashion existed as an ideological construct undisturbed by the shortages and poor quality of clothes available in everyday life. In the official discourse, the Soviet Union dictated socialist fashion trends, although in reality Soviet women spent an enormous amount of time in queues for Polish lingerie, Czech textiles or Yugoslav pullovers.66

This disconnection from reality was a continual trend from the Stalin period, as there was still a break between reality and the official narrative. Late 1950s editions of Soviet Woman were more practical as they included clothing patterns for women to create their own on-trend fashion. These patterns were perhaps an answer to the limited supply of clothing available in stores. Nevertheless, an image of plenty remained in international propaganda magazine articles, which continued to display an unrealistically high living standard in the Soviet Union, despite the truth of everyday shortages.

The centralisation of fashion and the regime’s control over the industries’ production meant that fashion for the masses was heavily mediated. As fashion historian Djurdja Bartlett explains: ‘[w]ith neither tradition nor market, and aspiring to control fashion changes inside their centralized fashion systems, the socialist regimes could neither keep up nor embrace Western fashion trends.’67 Here, Bartlett is highlighting the clear gap between Soviet and Western fashion trends. However, in Soviet Union articles Soviet fashion is always represented as on-trend and available for every citizen to embrace. One such article states that whether ‘you are an undergraduate, a factory worker or a business executive you can’t afford to be behind in fashion. Even if you are a Granny, drawing a pension, you may still want to stay à la mode.’68 Articles such as this one portray the idea that all Soviet women were interested in fashion and that it was an everyday concern, which, on a deeper level, contributed to the construct of feminine Soviet women that was presented to the rest of the world in international propaganda.
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Displaying Soviet women as feminine and fashionable in propaganda disparaged the stereotype in the West of the androgynous Soviet woman. A key figure that conveyed this image of feminine Soviet women to the West was Valentina Tereshkova.
Following the denouncement of Stalin, the Soviet space programme was celebrated by Soviet society and, as Slava Gerovitch has argued, the cosmonauts replaced Stalin’s cult of personality.\(^6^9\) The final selection of Gagarin was based on his past, as he was spun into a model for young Soviets to aspire to,\(^7^0\) and exemplified the figure of the “new Soviet man”.\(^7^1\) Gagarin was always presented as an example of Soviet virtues, despite having a private life in turmoil with a fondness for drinking which caused several incidents that were hidden from the public.\(^7^2\) Just like Gagarin, Tereshkova’s public image was heavily mediated by the Party as she came to embody the constructed image of the “new Soviet woman”. Tereshkova’s background was emphasised in propaganda, as she came from humble beginnings like so many other Soviet heroes.\(^7^3\) The Soviet cosmonauts influenced Western perceptions of the Soviet Union as they were a form of cultural propaganda and gave Communism ‘a human face’.\(^7^4\) Representations of Tereshkova in propaganda will display continual themes and clear breaks from the Stalin era.

Tereshkova’s space flight linked the space race with cultural competition. Tereshkova’s flight was proof that the Soviet Union had succeeded in this race through improvements in technology, achieving gender equality and improving living standards. One article directly voices this message:

> These achievements of the Soviet Union have raised the living standards and purchasing power of the people considerably. The interests of women have not been overlooked either. From social benefits, excellent living conditions and improved domestic conveniences to perfumery and elegant clothes – there is everything for women. We saw that Soviet women have unlimited opportunities. And most important of all – equal rights in work. The most eloquent proof of this is Valentina Tereshkova’s successful cosmic flight.\(^7^5\)

This article ties in many aspects of the Soviet woman image constructed by the Khrushchev regime: having access to everyday domestic products, consuming luxury goods such as
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perfume and clothing, and having equality in Soviet society. These were all examples that the Soviet Union was “catching up” to the United States in the cultural competition.

Motherhood was an important theme of the Stalin era and into the Khrushchev period. Attwood has argued that the image of the hard-working, self-sacrificing mother was not a new concept to Soviet society as it had featured prominently in pre-revolutionary Russian mythology and literature. Tereshkova’s biography also displays the importance of motherhood as her mother was widowed in World War II. The story of Tereshkova’s mother was an old propaganda trend as articles on the struggle of war widows stretched back past the 1950s. Propaganda articles of the Stalin era, as seen in chapter two, displayed the perseverance of Soviet women, as widows had to carry the double burden of breadwinner and housemaker. In a speech by Tereshkova, reported in Soviet Woman, she discusses her father’s death and the state support that her mother, and all widows, received. Khrushchev also uses this aspect of Tereshkova’s background as propaganda for why a socialist system was the best societal structure:

Her [Tereshkova’s] mother is an ordinary working woman. In the capitalist world such a family, without a breadwinner, would have eked out a miserable existence or been doomed to poverty. In Soviet conditions, under socialism, where all people have the opportunity to use their abilities, where society takes care of every person, this did not happen.

This speech showed the support widows received from the government and generalised that it would not have been equalled in a capitalist society. It was a continuation of the Stalinist propaganda narrative that a widow’s needs were fulfilled by State support.

Tereshkova’s image was constructed as an example of average Soviet womanhood and merely one example of female heroism. Magazine readers were reassured that Tereshkova was a normal representation of the independence and equality that all women experienced in Soviet society. A speech by Khrushchev places Tereshkova in a legacy of heroic Soviet women,
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including Anka, a machine gunner from the Civil War, Dusya Vinogradova, a famous weaver from an early Five-Year Plan, Pasha Angelina, the glorified female tractor driver, and many more. Even Tereshkova’s mother is represented as a heroine, as she was widowed at twenty-seven and raised three children. Figure 11 is a representation of how Tereshkova was presented as an ordinary Soviet woman. She is shown (at left) alongside two Heroes of Socialist Labour, Valentina Gaganova, a textile worker from Vyshni-Volocho, and Nadezhda Zaglada, a Ukrainian collective farmer. The women in the image are described as ‘Three of the thousands and thousands of noted women’ in the Soviet Union. Rather than being referred to as an exception, Tereshkova is intentionally presented as a normal example of female heroism that occurs in the Soviet Union. Tereshkova’s achievement is presented as something that any ordinary Soviet woman could have accomplish. Tereshkova’s ordinariness, stressed in propaganda, will be seen repeated throughout the UK and Irish newspapers in chapter four. It was an effective propaganda construct that can be seen reflected back by the UK and Irish media.

Tereshkova is used in articles as a symbol of women’s equality in the Soviet Union. One article bluntly stated that Tereshkova is ‘an international symbol of women’s achievements in the USSR.’ Tereshkova’s status as a symbol for women’s equality and role

as a spokesperson led to her directly addressing women’s equality in speeches. In one such speech, published in *Soviet Woman*, Tereshkova said that Soviet women ‘know nothing of any limitations of women’s rights in work, in the choice of a trade or profession, in the family or in society.’

This speech displays a clear propaganda message to the West that women in the Soviet Union are liberated from any constraints and possess equality in all areas of society. Tereshkova uses herself as an example of the opportunities that socialism brought women. In her speech, Tereshkova says her hometown, Yaroslavl, was historically known for women’s misfortunes, but through socialism she, an ‘ordinary worker’, became the first female cosmonaut.

Tereshkova’s progression from textile worker to cosmonaut was presented as possible because of other women’s work, such as technicians, workers, engineers and scientists, who were also liberated by socialism.

Tereshkova’s space flight is exemplified in these magazine articles as a representation of the opportunities all Soviet women had to excel in their chosen field and not a unique occurrence.

The language used to describe Tereshkova in articles emphasises her femininity. Immediately, Tereshkova’s gender sets her apart from the other cosmonauts in propaganda and is used to define her. The first *Soviet Union* article on Tereshkova, following her spaceflight, was titled ‘Spacegirl’, whereas an article on the opposite page on Valery Bykovsky, who performed a space flight at the same time, was titled ‘Cosmonaut 5’.

Tereshkova was described in *Soviet Woman* as ‘the charming cosmonaut’ and ‘smiling and a bit shy’ when interviewed. This description of Tereshkova as “shy” conveys a traditional ethos of timid femininity. One report depicting Tereshkova in her spacesuit described her as ‘cute little Valya’ and ‘Little Valya, with her round, little-girl’s face and jolly smile – she has gone straight into our hearts.’

This clearly emphasises Tereshkova’s femininity and articles typically avoid using masculine pronouns with an emphasis on her being ‘a pretty girl’. Both of these examples describe Tereshkova’s feminine looks and youth by calling her a girl and not a woman. These were key aspects of Khrushchev’s representation of Soviet women at the time as he wanted to create a perception of women who were not stripped of their femininity by hard, industrial labour and domestic work. It is also a successful example of Soviet propaganda
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as these terms were seen reflected back in the UK and Irish newspapers. Chapter four will explore how the UK and Irish newspapers similarly referred to Tereshkova as “pretty”, a “girl” and also called her by her nick-name “Valya”. Tereshkova emphasises her femininity directly by saying, following her space flight, that she intended to get married and have a family. She states in her interview: ‘I am a woman and nothing feminine is alien to me.’

This embodies the perception that the Khrushchev regime wanted to project to the West, that a socialist society had not reduced Soviet women to androgynous figures. Instead, women embraced the available luxury products, fashion and feminine qualities. At times Tereshkova was described more assertively as ‘young, strong, and confident’ with ‘a voice to raise the spirits of everybody.’ However, the dominant propaganda picture of Tereshkova, particularly regarding her looks, emphasised her femininity.

Tereshkova’s clothes are consistently portrayed as fashionable and feminine in propaganda magazines. Figure 12 depicts Tereshkova reading, prior to her space flight, in a summer dress with a tailored coat and small heels. This leisure shot of Tereshkova would have been carefully selected, as it conveys a feminine image with Tereshkova partaking in a passive, not active or masculine, hobby. During the post-space flight reception held in Moscow for Tereshkova and Bykovsky, Tereshkova was presented in a striped black and white blouse and a feminine skirt (figure 13). This dress contrasts with the military uniform Bykovsky and
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the other male cosmonauts wore. Tereshkova’s space flight took place a few days before the international women’s conference held in Moscow. Her civilian clothes tied in with the speech she gave on international peace at the conference, whereas military dress would have been a reminder of the Soviet Union’s military threat.

Despite occupying the traditional male dominated sphere of space, Tereshkova was described in traditionally feminine roles following her return to earth. These roles of bride, wife, and mother re-cast her in a traditional, feminine image. It displays a continuation of the contradictory image that was the ideal Soviet woman. The Soviet woman was told to embrace traditional femininity, including the role of wife and mother in the private sphere, despite being encouraged into the public sphere with promises of equality. Tereshkova is a prime example of this contradiction as her image was mediated by the Khrushchev regime. Although she was the first woman in space, she was quickly recast into domestic roles and became a spokesperson for women’s equality.

The wedding between Valentina Tereshkova and fellow cosmonaut, Andrian Nikolayev, re-cast Tereshkova into a traditional, feminine image only five months after her return to Earth. This wedding contributed to the public’s fascination with cosmonauts, both domestically and abroad, as it was the only wedding between two cosmonauts. The widely reported event gave details of the occasion, including the bride and groom’s fashion. On the day, Tereshkova and Nikolayev were depicted wearing the latest wedding styles at the Palace of Weddings in Moscow, a highly desired wedding venue.95 UK and Irish newspapers widely reported the event, with the Daily Telegraph reporting that the bride wore a white veil dotted with flowers and a knee-length white dress, and the groom a black suit with a silver tie.96 The knee-length wedding dress was a popular style as Soviet Woman had other articles that year depicting similar gowns,97 and it was a style used in magazines until 1965.98 The wedding between Tereshkova and Nikolayev was presented in Soviet Union as a high-profile event with many political guests including Yuri Gagarin as best man, and Nikita and Nina Khrushchev as the guests of honour.99 Even foreign journalists, including representatives of the Associated Press, United Press International, and several well-known Western newspapers were invited.100
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Traditionally feminine qualities were conveyed to the world through Tereshkova as her constructed image subliminally supported the importance of a woman becoming a wife.

Tereshkova’s engagement in political life began soon after her space flight. Similarly to Yuri Gagarin, Tereshkova went on an international tour as a Soviet delegate after her wedding in 1963. Tereshkova, her husband, Adrian Nikolayev, and her fellow cosmonaut, Valeri Bykovsky, went on a 33-day tour to India, Nepal, Ceylon, Burma, Indonesia, Cuba, Mexico, the United States, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. This tour was the longest undertaken by Soviet cosmonauts to foreign nations. Philip Muehlenbeck argues, however, that, unlike Gagarin, Tereshkova was not a politicised figure as she was not given access to many foreign leaders and was not expected to engage in political debate. While on these tours, pictures surfaced of Tereshkova performing a role of a ‘goodwill ambassador’, as Bridger calls her. For example, figure 14 shows Tereshkova on her visit to Cuba, giving Fidel Castro a picture of herself in a spacesuit, and figure 15 depicts Tereshkova opening an exhibition in India. These public appearances were displays of friendliness, rather than of the superiority of Soviet socialism. During Tereshkova’s visit to the UK, Soviet Woman reported Tereshkova was given an ‘enthusiastic welcome’ and was awarded the gold medal from the
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British Interplanetary Society. This extensive tour gave the Soviet Union a new, well-spoken, ‘human face’. In the articles of Tereshkova’s tour, she was depicted fashionably and usually performing passive tasks, such as meetings and opening ceremonies. Femininity would soon be conveyed in another way as Tereshkova became a mother.

The recasting of Tereshkova in the role of motherhood placed another traditional form of femininity onto her image. Similar to the wedding of the two cosmonauts, there was widespread interest in the birth of the first “space baby” for two reasons: firstly, to see if the space flights had any effect on the baby, as both parents had travelled into space, and secondly the celebrity status of both parents. Pictures of the first encounter between baby Alyonushka and Tereshkova were widely available and are seen in UK and Irish newspapers and in Soviet Woman. Even Soviet Union depicted the new family leaving the hospital with Nikolayev holding the baby and Tereshkova holding a large bouquet of flowers, in a blouse and skirt, with hair and make-up done. An article from 1965 by Tereshkova also displayed Tereshkova taking care of baby Alyonushka. In this article, Tereshkova made a plea for international peace and called for mothers to protect the world for their children. This article depicts Tereshkova as a happy mother ‘sure that there is no joy like the first joy of motherhood’ who exclaims that although she was fearless before when she ‘entered the spaceship without a qualm’, now when her ‘baby cries something turns over in me.’ This article presages the future politicisation of Tereshkova as she became a mouthpiece for the Soviet regime.

The decision for Tereshkova to switch to the world of politics was decided by the Soviet leadership. Despite studying to become an engineer, Tereshkova was forced into politics because, as Nikolai Kamanin, who shaped the cosmonauts’ speeches and images following their spaceflights, said: ‘engineers were two a penny in the Soviet Union but a woman who could appear at ease in Paris or Washington was worth her weight in gold.’ Tereshkova was an ideal candidate for politics, as she was successful in public speaking and was internationally recognisable. By 1968, she had been appointed Chairwoman of the Soviet Women’s Committee. The re-casting of Tereshkova into a politician was her final role during this period. It shaped the way Soviet Union and Soviet Woman presented her in the late 1960s.
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Tereshkova’s speeches consistently became centred on achieving international peace, which was presented as something that all Soviet women desired. This shift into politics and her role in recounting Party propaganda would come to shape the way Tereshkova was viewed in the Western world. As will be seen in UK and Irish newspapers, her regurgitated Party lines would become a point of frustration for Western, second-wave feminists in the 1980s.\textsuperscript{115}

\textsuperscript{115} Bridger, \textit{Women in the Khrushchev Era}, p. 235.
***

In the Khrushchev era, *Soviet Union* and *Soviet Woman* magazines displayed the shift towards an image of feminised Soviet women. The policy of peaceful coexistence influenced attempts to make the Soviet Union and the socialist way of life attractive to the West through demonstration of the Soviet Union fulfilling the consumption needs of its citizens and making Soviet women seem modern, attractive and feminine. Tereshkova received significant international attention and was the perfect ambassador to represent the ideal Soviet woman. Soviet magazine articles emphasised Tereshkova’s femininity through her looks and fashion choices. Tereshkova was displayed as one example, not as an exception, of the success Soviet women achieved because of gender equality. The way Tereshkova influenced the discussion of equality in the UK and Ireland will be explored in chapter four, alongside gauging the influence she had on the image of the Soviet woman.
Chapter Four: UK and Irish Newspapers

In this section I will analyse how the propaganda image of Soviet women was presented to the rest of the world and how it was received in UK and Irish newspapers. In chapters two and three I explored the shift in the presentation of Soviet women as equal figures in the public sphere, under Stalin, to modern, feminine figures in the Khrushchev era. From here, there is a need to analyse how this shift in propaganda was received by the outside world. I selected UK and Irish newspapers as a case study to explore the reception of this image.

In UK and Irish newspapers over the period analysed, from 1940 to 1970, correspondents and reporters visiting the Soviet Union depicted the everyday reality of Soviet cities. This often led to discrepancies between what official propaganda was portraying to the outside world and what these visitors experienced. There were fewer accounts of Soviet women in the UK and Irish press during the Stalin era than in the Khrushchev period, for two reasons: the Soviet Union was predominantly closed off to visitors under the Stalin regime, and UK and Irish newspapers had little room for interest articles due to paper rationing following World War II, which was only gradually lifted between 1945 and 1955. In the late 1950s, Khrushchev’s policy of peaceful coexistence opened the Soviet Union to international visitors and enabled cultural exchanges. Therefore, there were more reports on everyday Soviet life in the UK and Irish press during this period.

During the Stalin era there was a cliché in the UK and Irish press that Soviet women were not interested in beauty and fashion. In 1942, the Sunday Mirror reported that ‘Russian women dress in overalls and flat shoes’ and ‘never powder their faces or redden their lips.’ These Soviet women were depicted in practical work clothing and with faces devoid of makeup. This image should be attributed to the propaganda published in the Soviet era, which focused on a woman’s role in the workplace.

Press historian John Jenks argues that during World War II, the British–Soviet alliance created a ‘prism, or journalistic frame …. conditioned by the fog of war, censorship and propaganda’ through which UK and Irish journalists viewed the Soviet news. Journalists focused on the Soviets’ ‘virtues instead of their vices’ in this period. Jenks argues that the deterioration of British–Soviet relations in 1945 created new stories that questioned and examined the Soviets’ previously ignored behaviour. Jenks’ highlighted change in attitude
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towards the Soviet Union can be seen mirrored in the UK and Irish press’ treatment of the Soviet woman’s image. In World War II, the press show admiration of Soviet women going without luxuries, and their participation in the military and heavy industries. However, this admiration changes into criticism soon after the war as the heavy work is viewed as having masculinised women’s bodies.

The UK and Irish press had a stereotype of a masculinised Soviet woman whose body was de-feminised through hard labour and held little interest for fashion and consumer goods. In the Khrushchev era, this image of the Soviet woman slowly became more traditionally feminine in the UK and Irish press, reflecting the shift towards presenting articles on fashion and beauty in Soviet propaganda magazines, as seen in chapter 3. Valentina Tereshkova is a focal point of this chapter as the influence of her image, as a symbol of the ideal Soviet woman and women’s equality, is analysed in the UK and Irish press. Tereshkova embodied a modern, feminine Soviet woman, who was praised in the UK and Irish press for her physical appearance and fashion.

Fashion was an important way for the Khrushchev regime to demonstrate the traditional image of femininity that Soviet women were embracing. The construction of Tereshkova’s style displayed Western fashion trends back to the West. This is an example of the foreign policy of peaceful coexistence as recognisable aspects of Western culture were used to make Soviet culture seem familiar to the West. The Khrushchev regime believed that it could attract the rest of the world to a socialist society by displaying a superior culture through familiar means, including fashion. Tereshkova’s image was influential in the UK and Irish perception of what Soviet women were, and generated discussions on UK and Irish gender equality.
Fashion

UK and Irish fashion in the 1950s shifted from a blurring of gender boundaries to traditional femininity by reinstating firm lines of what was considered elegant and vulgar. 1920s glamour had allowed experimentations on the boundaries of gender and class. Fashion historian Carol Dyhouse argued that during the 1950s the media and fashion industry created clear boundaries in fashion which were mimicked by the public. Inside these boundaries was effectively traditional femininity that discouraged ‘the masculine, capable, efficient, strong-willed female,’ who was now ‘out of fashion’. This “new look” of traditional femininity with all of its ‘limitations’ celebrated the ‘well-bred, ladylike’, passive woman. Therefore, it is clear why the UK and Irish newspapers in this era rejected the Soviet women’s de-feminised bodies. This also reflects the shift in the image of the Soviet woman as Khrushchev encouraged a traditional view of femininity onto the image of Soviet women in international propaganda.

In World War II, Soviet women were reported to be going without fashion and luxury consumer goods in the UK and Irish newspapers. The *Sunday Mirror* reported that Soviet women ‘have no time or inclination for anything but the harsh necessity of defending their country.’ This conveyed to the UK and Irish public that Soviet women were focused on producing war-time necessities, instead of following fashions and trends. The attitude of the Soviet woman was complimented as they did not prioritise fashion during wartime and instead put ‘the essentials first and the luxuries after.’ However, a mere two years after the end of the war these compliments turned to criticism of the lack of style and colour in Soviet fashion in the later Stalin era. Herbert Ashley, a reporter from the *Daily Telegraph*, described the fashion on the streets of the Soviet Union as ‘unbelievably primitive’ as he never saw anyone with ‘a bright scarf, ribbon or hat’. One article even decried the Soviet Union being ‘sentenced by Stalin to a life of drab austerity’. Not only were the styles of Soviet clothing criticised in the UK and Irish press, but so was the quality of materials used. An article in the *Daily Mail* described clothing in the Soviet Union as ‘expensive and of poor quality by Western standards.’ Although these were two conservative newspapers, most provincial papers who
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commented on the state of Soviet fashion reflected a similar view. An article from the Dundee Evening Telegraph described female seasonal workers in Moscow negatively: ‘a really chic woman is never seen. It is a type which no longer exists in the Soviet Union.’

The masculinisation of women’s bodies and the poor quality of clothing created this perception, as there were numerous UK and Irish articles which relate this lack of fashion taste and the poor quality of materials.

Soviet fashion was seen as intentionally breaking away from Western fashion by being ‘frowned on as “decadent”’ by the Soviet government. This explains the consistent dislike of Soviet styles during the later Stalin era. Images of women working in propaganda conveyed the idea that Soviet women did have the time to care about fashions, even if in reality they did. The image of unfashionable Soviet women lingered in the UK and Irish press. Soviet propaganda also did not undermine this stereotype that had emerged during this period as fashion was not consistently focused on in Soviet Woman and Soviet Union until late 1953. There was no intentional presentation of traditional, feminine beauty in Soviet propaganda until Khrushchev’s policy of making Communism appealing through familiar means.

The UK and Irish press tried to differentiate between the propaganda image of the living standard in the Soviet Union and the reality during the Stalin and Khrushchev eras. While large quantities of consumer goods were presented as being widely available in Soviet propaganda magazines, these images were rejected in the UK and Irish press in the early 1950s, as articles from foreign correspondents surfaced. The Daily Mail reported that few luxury goods, such as vacuum cleaners, washing machines, and refrigerators, were ‘in general use – and Soviet life has scores of minor discomforts.’ One such discomfort was the short supply of beauty products, despite the average Soviet woman’s reported love of cosmetics. An article from the Western Mail reported that the Party encouraged women to focus on their roles as workers in the Five-Year Plan rather than on ‘frivolous’ products such as make-up.

One article from 1955 recalled the Stalin period by saying that Soviet women ‘were not encouraged to think about fashion, or make-up – or leisure. An image of drabness and queuing remained in the UK and Irish press, despite Khrushchev’s emphasis on the higher living standard in the Soviet Union at this time. Consumer goods, such as shoes, hats, dresses, were scarce, even those of
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poor quality.’ 22 UK and Irish newspapers during this period reflected the everyday realities that plagued a Soviet women’s consumption of goods.

In the mid- to late 1950s, Soviet fashion was described in the UK and Irish newspapers as being drab and filled with dark, neutral colours, similar to during the Stalin era. Foreign visitors were sometimes confused at Soviet fashion when it fused gender differences. In 1955, a visitor to a Soviet fashion show described the audience as being ‘brought down to earth with a bang’ when a Soviet female model walked in wearing a boiler suit ‘[i]deal for the engineering worker’.23 The visitors’ expectations were not met as they had expected to see feminine clothes for feminine women and instead, a traditionally masculine outfit was placed on a woman.

In 1961, it was reported that for years Soviet women had a ‘reputation of being dowdy and badly dressed.’ 24 A reporter for the Liverpool Echo, visiting Moscow, saw consumer goods available which had a ‘complete absence of elegance’, as there was ‘little variety’, and there was no comparison to goods available in the UK and Ireland. 25 These reviews show a disregard for Soviet fashion as their poor quality is emphasised in comparison to UK and Irish materials and styling. This comparison between the two nations was frequently commented on by visitors as it was observed that crowds on Soviet streets were dressed worse than the UK and Irish, 26 as clothing styles in the Soviet Union, which were ‘…the latest in Soviet fashion’, were to the ‘London eye… rarely less than 10 years old’. 27 However, there were attempts to reframe Soviet fashion. An article in The Times reported that even in ‘remote parts of the Soviet Union the authorities are stated to be paying more attention to fashion.’ 28 This attention shows that fashion was developing into an important aspect of the Soviet woman’s image and it was fast becoming an interest of the Soviet regime.

Tereshkova’s fashion was consistently complimented in UK and Irish articles. The Daily Mail reported that Tereshkova dressed ‘quietly but fashionably’ and she even wore ‘spiked heels.’ 29 Tereshkova’s dresses and heels are an intentional display of femininity, which would be undercut if she wore military uniform. Bridger highlighted the decision by the Politburo to not have Tereshkova in military dress. 30 On the eve of her flight, The Times reported that Tereshkova wore ‘an elegant blue linen dress and shoes with stiletto heels’ to
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meet with press on the launch pad. Following the spaceflight, the ceremony in Red Square celebrating Tereshkova and Bykovsky’s space flights became ‘slightly slower’ than usual ‘because of Valentina’s high heels’. There was also widespread interest in Tereshkova’s wedding dress in late 1963 and it certainly reflected trending styles. Across UK and Irish newspapers it was widely reported that Tereshkova wore a knee-length dress, with gloves, a double, flower-dotted veil, all of which was in white. The Daily Mirror reported that same day an English actress, Jan Williams, from the latest James Bond film was married in a similar knee-length wedding dress, except hers was pink. This shows that Tereshkova’s dress was fashionable even by UK and Irish standards, as the style was also used by a popular actress.

Following the impact of Tereshkova in 1963, there were more reports on Soviet fashion following Western trends. The Times reported that Soviet women were now like UK and Irish women ‘staggering around’ in high heels, and wearing mini-skirts, similar to those seen in Western magazines. UK and Irish newspapers attributed this apparent increased interest in fashion to a surge in production of consumer goods and an improvement in their quality. These changes were also a result of Soviet women’s genuine interest in fashion and women’s magazines, which were ‘studied with enthusiasm’. Women in Moscow told The Times that they were often hurt when people from overseas said that Soviet women were not interested in fashion, as they were just like any other women. However, although there was a rise in the quality and quantity of Soviet consumer goods, UK and Irish newspapers criticised their prices. In 1966, the Birmingham Daily Post compared prices of goods found in the Soviet Union with comparable items in England. Nylon underwear, found in England for around 25s was the equivalent of £10 in Moscow. Similarly, shoes cost the equivalent of £20 and a bath towel worth 15s was priced at £5. This showed the daily accessibility of goods and the realities of Soviet consumerism was an interesting topic to newspapers.
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Soviet women were featured in the UK and Irish press as members of the army and factory workers early after the Bolshevik revolution. An *Illustrated London News* picture taken at a World War I battle front displayed a Russian battalion comprising 260 women who had filled male deserter spaces. Substantial losses in World War II led to many unmarried women being recruited into the Soviet army. Out of the 800,000 women drafted, more than 70 per cent of them served on the front. During the first week of World War II, the Soviet Air Force had over 4,000 of their 7,700 planes were destroyed. Subsequently, three fully female air regiments formed: the 586th Women’s Fighter Regiment, the 587th Women’s Bomber Regiment, and the 588th Women’s Night Bomber Regiment. The Women’s Night Bomber Regiment was particularly renowned as they flew without lights on their night raids against the Germans, which earned them the name: Nachthexen – or night witches. As Soviet women fought in the war and did not just fulfil traditionally feminine roles, like nursing, a masculinised image of them was presented to the world. The *Daily Mail* praised Soviet women’s inclusion in World War II as ‘short-comings’ of being ‘weak and timid’ were cured by hard, manual labour. However, since then Soviet women had become ‘more and more masculine and less and less feminine.’ This became a frequent criticism of Soviet women as their inclusion in work led to a masculinisation of their bodies.

The inclusion of women in the Soviet work force was criticised by UK and Irish newspapers as this was connected to the de-feminisation of women’s bodies. Stalinist propaganda pictures of Soviet women working in heavy industry had displayed this image of work masculinising women’s bodies. Figure 16 is an example of this type image. The picture, from 1950, depicts a woman wearing overalls and assisting in the operation of a cutting and loading machine in a mine. The Soviet propaganda in this period reflected the gender equality
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that Soviet women experienced in the Soviet Union. In 1947, a Belfast Telegraph article reported that in the Soviet Union women were ‘constantly’ seen ‘working on railroads, carrying heavy sacks of coal on their backs, working as boiler stokers and clearing thoroughfares of deep snow.’51 These Soviet women were described as ‘a sturdy race’ that have ‘an extremely sturdy physique’,52 showing a clear connection between the work that they were performing and the masculinisation of their bodies. The article then said that UK and Irish women would never be expected to perform this kind of heavy manual labour, 53 as it ‘would never be tolerated by women in the UK and Ireland.’54 UK and Irish newspapers are very clear that neither gender wants this form of equality for UK and Irish women, as it was emphasised that hard, manual labour would never be performed by a women. An article from 1970, in the Newcastle Evening Chronicle, reflected on the Stalinist propaganda images of women doing heavy manual labour:

In point of fact, the pictures were revolting. Most of the women had developed 16-inch biceps. Their hair looked as if it had been combed with a rake. They wore tough, touch-me-not expressions guaranteed to scare off any would-be suitor…. Just imaging there being no females around other than that chunky-tweed type or carbon copies of those muscular Russians.55

This article shows disdain towards the masculinisation of the female body through the physically heavy work. Even the title of the article, ‘Let’s Put a Stop to This Nonsense About Equal Rights for Women,’ implies that there was still a debate over, and resistance to, gender equality in UK and Ireland during the 1970s. This resistance to gender equality was centred on
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the idea that women’s manual labour created androgynous figures who were not suitable for marriage. There was clear disapproval in the press of women’s bodies becoming androgynous and losing their femininity.

The Soviet woman was often represented in the UK and Irish press as a masculine figure who was devoid of femininity. This slide towards androgyny was criticised in UK and Irish newspapers in the late 1940s to early 1950s. In 1950, a Scottish visitor described Soviet women on the streets of Moscow as ‘stalwart lassies, red-faced, short and stout, some even appearing broader than they are long.’ These women did not display an ideal, slim body that represented femininity to the UK and Irish audiences and were criticised for their hefty figures. An American tourist, Marilyn Mercer, who visited Moscow in 1959, wrote a series of articles printed in *The Irish Times* on her experiences. She reported that during her visit, several ‘padded’ Soviet women commented that American women were ‘so thin.’ Mercer said she tried to explain that ‘if we ate the quantities of bread and butter, potatoes, gravy and sweets, we’d be fat too. This drew a blank – in Russia you’re thin when young, and fat when old, and you have to eat to keep up your strength.’ This story reinforced the stereotype that Soviet women were hefty women whose physical appearance was solely linked to their ability to work and they were not concerned that their bodies that did not adhere to the standard of thin Western beauty.

Soviet women were criticised by the UK and Irish press for not using beauty products and enhancements, which made them appear androgynous. The *Liverpool Echo* reported on the Commission on Women’s Rights in 1948 where two female Soviet delegates were described as having ‘hair drawn tightly around faces devoid of makeup,’ and one was dressed in a ‘shapeless black frock’ with ‘uncurled hair.’ This article emphasises a lack of femininity in these women by criticising their non-existant use of beauty products and poor styling. Similarly, in an article from 1956, a reporter travelling to the Soviet Union compared Finnish and Soviet stewardesses. The Finnish stewardesses were described as looking elegant in their uniforms and contrastingly, the Soviet stewardess was reported as not wearing any cosmetics, having a poor fitting navy suit, and looking ‘sturdy.’ Later in the same article, Soviet women
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on the streets of Moscow were described as having ‘heavy, uncontrolled figures’ who ‘use no make-up, not even powder, and no aids to beauty.’ The reporter then states: ‘I have never, in any town I have ever visited, seen so drab a crowd.’ Although Soviet propaganda presented a modern, feminised Soviet woman during this late-1950s period, this was undermined by visiting tourists’ experiences in the Soviet Union.

In the late 1950s, there was a continual stereotype of masculinised Soviet women across UK and Irish newspapers. A *Daily Telegraph* article, reporting on a Soviet fashion magazine, was astonished that the cover model had 44-inch hips and described her as ‘a stout young woman with substantial… hips.’ Even though this woman was a fashion model, her large hips were emphasised as being unfeminine since she did not fit into the Western conventional slim figure. However, this view slowly began to shift throughout this period, after Soviet propaganda started to present Soviet women as modern and feminine. This turn towards feminisation was presented as an important need in some articles. The *Irish Times* reported on the promotion of beauty and fashion instructions in Soviet magazines which were ‘badly-needed advice and beauty hints.’ The feminised Soviet figure was embodied in Valentina Tereshkova and displayed to the world after her space flight.

In the UK and Irish press Tereshkova’s image of traditional feminine beauty is seen in physical descriptions and particularly, in her use of beauty products. The first article on Tereshkova’s space flight in the *Daily Mail* reported that she was ‘probably wearing make-up in space.’ The article was accompanied with figure 17, a cartoon depicting Tereshkova applying lipstick in a space capsule with curtains. The cartoon shows humour in the application of make-up in such a ridiculous setting, however, it simultaneously feminises the traditionally masculine setting of space through the presence of beauty products and the curtains. Once on Earth, however, Tereshkova’s response was that she ‘managed without lipstick on the ground, so… did not take any into Space.’ Tereshkova saying that she did not need lipstick on Earth showed she was a natural beauty rather than needing make-up to improve her physical
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appearance. Many articles reflected this image by describing her as ‘pretty’,\(^{68}\) and having a 
‘fine-structured face’.\(^{69}\) She is also referred to as ‘attractive’,\(^{70}\) or as having a ‘handsome, 
golden head’,\(^{71}\) in articles immediately after the space flight, on her world tours, and at her 
wedding. A *Daily Mirror* article describes Tereshkova as: ‘Valentina - 5ft. 6in. bubble-cut 
blonde, sparkling blue eyes, big wide smile, dimples – didn’t look at all a tough girl.’\(^{72}\) This 
dermines the traditional stereotype of masculine Soviet women, which was especially used, 
as seen earlier, when a woman takes up a traditionally male role. Even when Tereshkova was 
referred to in a masculine way, it was usually countered with femininity in the same article. A 
*Liverpool Echo* article repeated this interplay of masculinity and femininity by saying: 
‘Valentina may be tough – but she is also very feminine’.\(^{73}\) Although Tereshkova is presented 
as mentally “tough”,\(^{74}\) her physical appearance, and in particular, her fashion, continuously 
reflected a feminine image. The feminine features that are highlighted in the UK and Irish press 
challenged previously held stereotypes of Soviet women.

Tereshkova was given different names and “titles” in the UK and Irish press both 
immediately after her flight and while on her subsequent international tour. These titles 
included the simple ‘Spacegirl’,\(^{75}\) a feminisation of cosmonaut - ‘Cosmonette’,\(^{76}\) and she was 
even dubbed ‘the Space Queen’.\(^{77}\) “Spacegirl” was also first article on Tereshkova’s title in 
*Soviet Woman* magazine, which displays another connection the UK and Irish press had with 
the magazine.\(^{78}\) As Tereshkova’s gender was the defining feature of her space flight, it is not 
surprising that newspapers gave her feminine nicknames. The ‘Adam-and-Eve space couple’ 
was an analogy used to refer to Tereshkova and Valery Bykovsky, a cosmonaut who orbited 
the Earth in a separate ship at the same time as Tereshkova.\(^{79}\) This analogy of the two being 
the first man and woman placed traditional gender roles on the pair, despite the role of a
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cosmonaut being traditionally male. Instead, it recasts the masculine role in a feminine form by Tereshkova being compared to the biblical first woman, Eve. In the UK and Irish press, Tereshkova is frequently referred to by her nickname, ‘Valya’, which suggests a closeness to her. This is instead of referring to Tereshkova by her last name, which the UK and Irish press traditionally used when discussing male cosmonauts. If the UK and Irish press did refer to Tereshkova by her last name it was usually preceded with ‘Miss’, rather than her formal military title, which was used to address male cosmonauts, such as ‘Lieutenant-Colonel Valery Bykovsky’ and ‘Colonel Popovich’. This was an intentional decision by the Politburo to address Tereshkova as “Miss Tereshkova” in foreign press briefings following her flight. Articles in the UK and Irish press reflected the Soviet regime’s decision to consistently refer to Tereshkova as “Miss”. The UK and Irish press follow the pattern of using feminine names to refer to Tereshkova, just as her figure was highlighted.

UK and Irish newspapers began to display the new chic, feminine way that Soviet women were represented in 1960s Soviet propaganda, where Khrushchev began to insert new, feminine beauty standards. Tereshkova’s image was designed under the Khrushchev regime to reflect the “new Soviet woman”. The Observer highlighted that Tereshkova was a model of the “new Soviet woman” by stating: ‘When her fine-structured face softened into a smile she looked the picture of perfect young Soviet womanhood.’ However, one article suggested that Tereshkova’s feminine beauty should be attributed to a Western ‘style’, such as her ‘back-combed’ hair that was worn into space. This “Western” hair would have been an intentional styling decision and it may have been a way to show a shift towards westernising Soviet femininity. The stylish hairstyle reflects that Soviet policies were being intentionally made to make the Soviet Union and Communism attractive by re-casting Soviet women as modern, feminine and chic figures.

Tereshkova’s image can be seen successfully influencing the UK and Irish perception of Soviet women, as ordinary Soviet women were represented as more feminine figures post-1963. An article from 1967 detailed the modern, young Soviet woman rejecting ‘the shapeless
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dresses and men’s shoes of her predecessors and the way they pulled their hair into knots at the back of their heads.87 This statement presents a clear break from the Soviet past and a Soviet Union being led forth by the youth, a repetitive theme seen in Khrushchev propaganda. This separation of the modern Soviet woman from a previous generation of women also shows a more feminine woman that aligned with the modern image of women. The modern, Soviet woman was described by The Irish Times as having ‘decided’ that she ‘looks better in high-heeled shoes, lipstick, brightly coloured clothes and that her hair should be soft and feminine…. and she is seriously thinking of doing something about the bulky, lumpy shape for which she is famous.’88 This article shows that there was still sometimes a satirical and derogatory tone when referring to the Soviet woman’s body, although the article does acknowledge the changes in the Soviet woman’s fashion choices and consumer goods. This reflected the overall UK and Irish press attitude towards Soviet women. Soviet women were not exclusively seen as petite, feminine figures as there was still an image of the hefty, androgynous figure created in the Stalin era.

Although Valentina Tereshkova was presented as a feminine woman, there is still evidence of the “hefty Soviet woman” stereotype in UK and Irish press. A link remained between the de-feminisation of the Soviet woman’s body and hard, manual labour jobs. An article in The Guardian, published 10 days after Tereshkova’s space flight, calls female workers in jobs such as building and road-mending ‘hefty young women’ as ‘they [Soviet women in general] often come hefty in the Soviet Union.’89 As can be expected, there was not an instant change in the perception of Soviet women; however, there was a gradual change to seeing them as more feminine figures during and after the Khrushchev era. There was a shift to showing Soviet beauty aids and trends in the UK and Irish press. This should be attributed to the Khrushchev policy of peaceful coexistence and the subsequent propaganda attempts to making the Soviet society, and subsequently socialism, appealing to the rest of the world through familiar means.

Tereshkova’s femininity reflected the desired type of beauty in 1960s UK and Irish media. The word “glamour” fell out of use in the 1930s and 1940s, as it became synonymous with the word “vulgar”.90 The old glamorous, slim, heavily made-up Hollywood figure had pushed the boundaries of gender and caused a retreat to a conservative femininity.91 This was replaced with a traditional image of ladylike manners and minimal cosmetics and there was a

90 Dyhouse, Glamour, p. 101.
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rise in the use of “elegance” to describe women who represented the ideal woman in Western society. This description of “elegant” came to represent a submissive woman with ‘ladylike’ qualities and it stressed traditional feminine qualities. The Daily Mail, a conservative newspaper, placed this cliché of passive womanliness on Soviet women. They reported that in the home Soviet women were ‘about the meekest, mildest, most feminine things imaginable outside Islam.’ This comment simultaneously reinforced both the stereotypical image of an ideal Soviet woman in this period and the passive cliché of an ideal Western women. The Soviet government was encouraging Soviet women to be submissive figures in the home in propaganda. Tereshkova was also described in the stereotypical image of women that the UK and Irish media were reinforcing in this era. In The Times, a particularly conservative, broadsheet paper, Tereshkova is described as “elegant” either in her dress or mannerisms to outweigh her masculine profession. This was seen in Tereshkova’s ‘elegant blue linen dress’ she wore on the evening of her space flight, and her being described simply as ‘tall, slim and elegant.’ The tension in UK and Irish society as it dealt with emerging questions over women’s roles is represented in Tereshkova, as the media recast women into traditional, feminine stereotypes to counter questions over women’s roles as either paid worker, or housekeeper and mother, which had been raised in the 1950s, and would continue to be raised throughout this period.

---
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Gender Equality

A key aspect of Tereshkova’s propaganda image was that she embodied an ordinary Soviet woman, which was also recognised in the UK and Irish press. The satirical magazine Punch parodied the stereotypical image of Tereshkova when it compared a fictional English spaceman who would be described as “just an ordinary fellow,” who likes his pint and his game of cricket.” This satirical image of the ordinary English male was constructed in Punch to emphasise how stereotypically Tereshkova was portrayed in Soviet propaganda. Interestingly, Punch did not use an image of the stereotypical English woman, despite this being a comparison to a female cosmonaut, and not the male cosmonaut, Valery Bykovsky, who carried out a spaceflight at the same time as Tereshkova. Therefore, Punch’s comment on Tereshkova’s “ordinary” propaganda image, was also an indirect comment on gender equality in the UK and Ireland, as it was not conceivable that an English woman would go to space. This idea is displayed in a comment made by a Scottish woman who would go into space if her ‘husband could come too.’

Aspects of Tereshkova’s life, such as her father’s death in World War II, her role as a textile worker, and her hobby of parachute jumping were emphasised in Soviet propaganda. Tereshkova’s portrayal as the stereotypical Soviet woman is similar to how the first man in space, Yuri Gagarin, was portrayed as the stereotypical Soviet man. One Soviet psychologist Alexei Leontyev, believed that Tereshkova was “more like an average person” than Yuri Gagarin and the rest of Russia’s male cosmonauts.” Unlike the majority of the male cosmonauts, Tereshkova was only trained as a parachutist with no prior experience as a military pilot. This was a pivotal aspect of the argument that Tereshkova was underqualified as a cosmonaut.

Following Tereshkova’s space flight there was a debate in the UK and Irish press on whether she was underqualified for the role, particularly in comparison to male cosmonauts. Experts from around the world were quoted criticising the Soviet Union for Tereshkova only having two years of space training. In The Observer, an associate director of the Manned Spacecraft Centre in Houston compared Tereshkova’s flight to that of a chimpanzee who could

fly with an automatic system. Another American, Lt.-Colonel John Powers, was quoted in a Daily Mail article saying that Tereshkova’s ‘only qualification was enthusiasm.' However, this is spun into a positive by Soviet Union as Tereshkova’s flight proved that ‘Soviet spaceships can be operated by persons who do not have much flying experience'. Dr. Leontyev believed that the space flight was remarkable ‘not only because a woman had been put into space, she was younger than the other cosmonauts, had less experience, and lacked the training and the familiarity with danger of male cosmonauts.' Instead of criticising Tereshkova’s short training, this article spun the feat into a testament of the technological development of Soviet spaceships. The Economist said that Tereshkova’s space flight broke the “space myth” as she was underqualified and inexperienced compared to previous male cosmonauts. The “space myth” constructed an image that only an elite few, highly trained in engineering and mathematics, and physically and mentally tough could complete the journey into space. These ‘hard-muscled, highly-qualified he-men’ are juxtaposed in the article against Tereshkova, who was described delicately as one ‘who sings and breaks her pencil'. Tereshkova’s femininity, and the “soft” nature of women, are presented as breaking the construction of the masculine spaceman. As is seen here, there was a tendency abroad to reduce Tereshkova’s achievement by questioning Tereshkova’s qualification. Similarly, the Soviet regime’s motives behind sending a woman into space were questioned.

The extent to which Tereshkova’s space flight was merely a propaganda stunt is explored in some UK and Irish articles. This is also an issue raised frequently in historiography on Tereshkova’s image. A reporter from The Times expressed the view that the Soviet Union wanted to put the first woman into space to add to its list of achievements because sooner or later a female would be sent up. American responses also reflected the view that putting a woman in space was done merely to achieve another “first”. A United States missile test centre commander’s response to the space flight was: ‘[a]t risk of drawing of the ire of the feminine people, I think this is merely a publicity stunt.’ A reporter for the Financial Times described the flight as ‘a shrewd public relations move’ that was supposed to reinstate the ‘shine’ to space travel. The Aberdeen Press, which is a newspaper from a slightly more liberal and labour leaning area of Scotland, commented that Tereshkova’s space flight displays a form of equality

that the UK and Ireland does not have as they do not recognise the intelligence of women.\textsuperscript{113} This article was published on the first day of reports on Tereshkova’s spaceflight and it immediately draws a link between Soviet women’s equality and compares it with UK and Irish gender equality. However, while this paper carried an article on how this spaceflight was a display of equality, the paper also reported that this was a propaganda stunt.\textsuperscript{114} The \textit{Birmingham Daily Post} argues for an equality angle and against the spaceflight being a propaganda stunt. The article claimed that the only thing that appeared to be against women was ‘masculine prejudice’.\textsuperscript{115} The article points out that across the Soviet Union women have fulfilled many different positions in society from captaining ships, driving trains, and piloting aircrafts, and therefore, why could a woman not go into space?\textsuperscript{116} A combination of equality and propaganda reasons created this space flight and, nevertheless, there was still widespread congratulations on the achievement.

Tereshkova’s space flight generated discussions on gender roles and women’s equality in the UK and Ireland. The achievement was widely reported to have unified women across all of the UK and Ireland through shared excitement.\textsuperscript{117} Tereshkova’s achievement was a symbol of the endless possibilities that women could achieve in society on equal terms with men.\textsuperscript{118} A \textit{Daily Mirror} article reported that UK and Irish women ‘don’t want to only bask in Valentina’s glory. They want to jump on her band wagon. They see a new world open to them.’\textsuperscript{119} A reporter quoting Barbara Castle, Baroness of Blackburn, M.P., saying that the achievement highlighted the Soviet’s ability to acknowledge intelligence despite gender,\textsuperscript{120} as they ‘give … women opportunities they don’t get here.’\textsuperscript{121} In UK and Ireland, on the other hand, she said that it was very difficult to even have a girl accepted into a university.\textsuperscript{122} Castle went on to say she did not regret that the Americans did not send a woman into space first, but ‘that the Russians can do it and make it seem the most ordinary thing in the world.’\textsuperscript{123} This

article highlighted the normalcy of gender equality in the Soviet Union that was not equalled in the rest of the world. The achievement inspired and unified women in UK and Irish society, and enabled a discussion on the equality of women in UK and Irish press.

Tereshkova was recast into the role of domestic carer following her flight, despite being a symbol of women’s equality in the Soviet Union. Several UK and Irish newspapers included comments by Yuri Gagarin on Tereshkova’s domestic skills. He recalled how Tereshkova ‘tucked up her sleeves in a housewifely way’ to wash and clean her flat ‘just like any housewife’ after finishing space training. Tereshkova was also portrayed as a maternal figure around her fellow cosmonauts during their space training. *The Daily Telegraph* reported that she would join the male cosmonauts on their fishing trips to cook them fish soup with potatoes. While on her tour around the UK, after Tereshkova’s marriage to fellow cosmonaut Andrian Nikolayev, the *Daily Mirror* reported that Tereshkova was a ‘down-to-earth housewife’. This recasting of Tereshkova from heroine to domestic carer reflects the overall trend for Soviet women and for UK and Irish women. Under both Stalin and Khrushchev, women were told to fully participate in the public sphere by working, while their role as domestic carer and homemaker was simultaneously encouraged. Similarly, UK and Irish women were stereotypically cast in advertising in the roles of the ‘good wife and mother, or the pretty girl waiting to wed’. Following her space flight, Tereshkova’s image would fall into all three categories within the space of a year.

Within one year of her space flight Tereshkova became a mother, and this shaped the way the UK and Irish press viewed her image. The public held ‘widespread popular concern’ that space travel would have impacted Tereshkova’s child-bearing abilities. However, these apprehensions were allayed by scientists before Tereshkova’s flight and eliminated with the birth of Tereshkova’s first child. Since Tereshkova was pregnant on her visit to the UK in 1964, the press questioned her over a woman’s role as a mother and worker in the Soviet Union. Tereshkova’s reassured UK and Irish reporters that she would not have to choose between being a mother and having a career saying she was ‘quite prepared to continue her career in space after the birth’.

---

would return to work after the birth as though she was thinking ‘[w]hat else does a woman do?’ The Irish Times reported that motherhood was an important aspiration for Tereshkova as the birth of her child was a ‘fulfilment of her fondest hopes and dreams.’ Similarly, The Times recounted in 1964 that ‘looking after her little girl’ is what Tereshkova ‘likes best of all.’ Here, a traditional attitude of women as mothers first and foremost was emphasised. Motherhood was always an important element of Soviet propaganda in this period, and Tereshkova’s role as a mother reflected a significant way that women were represented in the UK and Irish media.

Tereshkova’s role as a politician led to criticism over her token representation of women for the Soviet Union. As second wave feminism rose in the 1960s, there was frustration and criticism over Tereshkova’s repetition of Party propaganda in interviews. An article in The Irish Times from the mid-1970s showed disdain towards Tereshkova’s well-rehearsed speech on the Soviet Union’s disarmament and foreign policy at an international women’s conference. The reporter expressed regret that Tereshkova did not share something personally relevant on the topic of women’s equality. Criticism of Tereshkova spouting party lines is also clearly seen in an interview in The Guardian from 1984 where the reporter criticised Tereshkova for being ‘technologically honed to give official responses to any questions’ and called her a ‘computer program’ with automatic, pre-prepared Party propaganda responses. The image of Tereshkova consistently repeating official Party propaganda and not engaging in conversations on topics created frustration in the press and among 1980s feminists.

After Tereshkova, there was still tension over a Soviet woman’s role as both worker and mother in UK and Irish newspapers. In Soviet propaganda, there was a strong promotion of motherhood alongside encouragement for women to be involved in the workforce. Articles on Soviet women in the UK and Irish press presented women fulfilling both roles as worker and mother, similar to Tereshkova. In 1969, the Daily Mail reported that the UK and Ireland had much to learn from how the Soviet Union provided for its working mothers and their children. This article reported that the state required large employers to provide day-care facilities for the children of workers and that a mother could leave her baby at the facility from

---
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three months old.\textsuperscript{138} Instead of young Soviet women wanting to be glamorous and winning beauty competitions, their attention was directed towards the title of Mother Heroine, earned by bearing ten or more children.\textsuperscript{139} Although this was probably an exaggeration, as not all Soviet women would have wanted to have 10 children, it does show that motherhood was an important aspect of the Soviet woman’s propaganda image. An article from the late 1970s, reported that Tereshkova’s two back-up pilots had remained in the Soviet space program as ‘very good engineers – and very good mothers.’\textsuperscript{140} The propaganda message displayed how these Soviet women’s involvement in their chosen industry did not affect their roles as mothers.

In the period following Tereshkova’s space flight, the extent to which gender equality had been achieved in the Soviet Union was questioned. Despite propaganda that gender equality had been reached in all aspect of Soviet women’s lives, UK and Irish newspaper articles still explored the double burden in the Soviet home. The \textit{Coventry Evening Telegraph} covered a Soviet appeal for men to assist women with housework in 1968.\textsuperscript{141} The article recounted that women from a Leningrad factory said that they felt weary ‘70 per cent’ of the time.\textsuperscript{142} Despite this evidence of the double burden, Soviet propaganda still presented the Soviet women as having achieved greater equality than their UK and Irish counterparts. Clichéd images of UK and Irish women in advertising consistently restricted them to the home, or more specifically the kitchen or the laundry room.\textsuperscript{143} One reporter visiting the Soviet Union in 1969 wrote that ‘Soviet women take us for a very backward country, where women are kept in subjection.’\textsuperscript{144} UK and Irish women’s equality was reconsidered in articles on Soviet women’s equality and Tereshkova’s achievement.

For a woman who became famous for breaking gender stereotypes, Tereshkova actually reinforced a traditional concept of femininity to both domestic and international audiences. Lucy Komisar explored the main stereotypes that women were reduced to in Western advertising throughout the 1960s, which were: sex object, mother, and a wife who ‘achieves fulfilment by looking beautiful for men.’\textsuperscript{145} These stereotypes were projected onto Tereshkova by Soviet propaganda and not just the UK and Irish media. Tereshkova’s feminine image, her “domestic image”, wedding, and motherhood all occurred and displayed traditional, feminine
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roles within a year of her space flight. The dominant narratives in Western magazines, ‘getting and keeping your man’ and ‘The Happy Family’, are also seen in Tereshkova’s constructed image. These were two themes, consistently present in magazines that told women how to behave and shaped a women’s opinion of herself. Although there were discussions generated about a woman’s role and place in UK and Irish society, Tereshkova’s image following her space flight actually emphasised traditional stereotypes and themes present in the UK and Irish press.

Overall, it is important to consider how Soviet displays of gender equality were discussed and how they influenced UK and Irish newspapers’ perceptions of their own societies’ gender equality. Some papers commented on how Soviet gender equality was hypocritical as there was a discrepancy between official discourse on the subject and everyday realities for Soviet women. Therefore, they considered UK and Irish gender equality to be indicative of how women should be treated as they were not subjugated to a double burdened life. More liberal papers used the displays of Soviet equality as a way to engage in the gender equality experience of UK and Irish women. Generally, the national papers tended to address UK and Irish gender equality in articles, whereas provincial papers focused solely on Soviet women’s experiences.

The topic of gender equality in the home received attention in the UK and Irish press. Gradually, admiration was shown towards a Soviet woman’s ability to join men in any career, but there was still disdain towards Soviet women’s double burden. This double burden was still an issue in the 1960s, as Soviet women were reported to be performing household chores, alongside being the primary caregiver, and working full time. A Daily Mail reporter had an ironic encounter with a Soviet journalist who was explaining gender equality in the Soviet Union as the journalist’s wife was busy working in their kitchen. Once the journalist’s baby, two feet away from him, began crying he called out for his wife to come into the room to soothe the baby, rather than picking him up himself. This encounter was used as an example of how Soviet households struggled, similarly to their UK and Irish counterparts, in bringing equality into the home. The encounter revealed that Soviet women struggled to manage homes whilst working as ‘in too many cases equality applies everywhere except at home’.
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This article aligns the struggles of Soviet women with Western women in experiencing double burdens and housework.

The Coventry Evening Telegraph is an interesting provincial newspaper case study as the voting demographic of Coventry did not necessarily reflect the content of the paper. Coventry was a politically quite neutral area with a slight slant towards Labour. However, Coventry Evening Telegraph articles contained conservative values when discussing women’s equality and in the way it portrayed Soviet women. In the late 1960s, Soviet women were described using masculinised imagery; a stark example of this being ‘only one thing is stronger than Russian vodka – Russian women.’\textsuperscript{152} The Coventry’s image of Soviet equality was of women who performed hard labour, pointing out the ‘age-old duties’ of the home created a double burden for Soviet women.\textsuperscript{153} There was even a report of an appeal for men to assist Soviet women in housework.\textsuperscript{154} Articles in Coventry did not hesitate to point out the discrepancy between what Soviet ‘law’ promised women and their reality.\textsuperscript{155} There is reported to be an air of ‘(the male) feeling of superiority’ in the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{156} Motherhood is also promoted as still being a cherished value held by Soviet women. A Coventry article emphasised that the ‘ancient “wonderful mission”’ for a woman’s ‘craving for motherhood’ cannot be interrupted by work.\textsuperscript{157} The Coventry Evening Telegraph continued to press traditional values in articles by underlining that Soviet women still wanted to be mothers and that working created tiresome, over-worked women. Although the Coventry newspaper did discuss Soviet women’s equality it did not use the opportunity to make a commentary on UK and Irish women’s equality like national newspapers.

Other provincial newspapers similarly have a balanced approach to gender equality despite their regional political alignments. The Aberdeen Press and Journal, for instance, is considered a liberal paper, in a liberal area of Scotland, but articles on UK and Irish gender equality display Soviet gender equality in both conservative and liberal perspectives.

National conservative newspapers emphasised the masculinisation of women in their equal place in the workforce whereas national liberal papers used examples of Soviet equality to criticise UK and Irish society. The Daily Mail is quick to point out the hypocrisy in areas of equality that the Soviet Union promoted. For instance, an article reported that Soviet women earned an equal wage to men but despite this all of a woman’s property still belonged to her
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husband. Therefore if he left her, she ‘could be left without a penny’. A visitor to the Soviet Union, reporting in the *Daily Telegraph*, said that the tourist guides were ‘often embarrassed when their attention is drawn to what Westerners consider is taking equality for women too far.’ This conservative paper was emphasising that hard, manual labour, that Soviet women were seen performing in the mid-1960s, ‘spoiled’ gender equality. The *Daily Mirror*, a liberal paper, highlighted the unity that Tereshkova’s display of equality brought to women all over the world. One reporter, Audrey Whiting, said that Tereshkova changed her ‘outlook on life’ and that it will help shift ‘the outlook of other imaginative women.’ Whiting saw this display of equality as opening up opportunities for women across the world and uniting women under her achievement. The *Guardian* and the *Observer* are two liberal papers that engaged thoroughly with Soviet gender equality and frequently used the opportunity to discuss UK and Irish women’s equality. One article in the *Guardian* does say that Soviet men can learn from the ‘Englishman’s handiness in the home’, as articles often said that Soviet women were burdened solely with housework. However, this article also highlights frustration with UK and Irish societies’ ‘reluctance to concede ordinary human rights’ to women, which ‘can generate deep frustration.’ Another article argued that the UK and Ireland waste the ‘talent and brainpower’ of women, whereas in the Soviet Union half of university graduates are women. These liberal national papers used the discussion of Soviet gender equality to criticise women’s position in UK and Irish society.

National papers engaged in the debate of UK and Irish gender equality more frequently than provincial papers. Perhaps stronger political alliances caused this, as many tended to swing towards liberal or conservative, whereas provincial papers were usually more politically neutral. Even provincial papers from counties that were either more conservative or labour leaning did not use displays of Soviet gender equality to comment on women’s equality in the UK and Ireland, as was seen in *Derby Daily Telegraph, Lancashire Evening Post*, and *Liverpool Echo*. Rather, these provincial papers focused on and criticised Soviet women’s equality. This criticism was a conservative trend emerging in the press in this era, as women were encouraged towards traditional femininity by the UK and Irish press.

---

In this chapter I explored the appearance of Soviet women and the discussion around women’s equality in UK and Irish newspapers. Tereshkova’s “chic and feminine” fashion created a new image for the Soviet woman, as fashion had been a focal point of UK and Irish criticism of the Soviet Union in the Stalin era. However, issues of prices of goods were still highlighted in the press. Images of androgynous women performing heavy, manual labour in the Stalin era concerned the UK and Irish press. The absence of beauty products and luxury goods were reported on by visitors to the Soviet Union. Tereshkova’s appearance accelerated the shift towards viewing Soviet women as feminine figures. Her use of make-up and accentuated feminine form was emphasised in the press. Although there were still reports of masculine Soviet women, this image was slowly shifting in favour of seeing Soviet women as chic. Lastly, gender equality was questioned throughout the UK and Irish press as Tereshkova highlighted the limitations of UK and Irish women’s ability to participate freely in any workplace or university system. There were many newspaper articles both for and against gender equality in the UK and Ireland. However, the development of second-wave feminism appears to have left Soviet gender equality behind, as these women became increasingly frustrated with Tereshkova.
Conclusion

In the Soviet era, Stalin’s and Khrushchev’s regimes constructed images of the Soviet woman in international propaganda magazines aiming to influence the way that Soviet women were perceived by other nations. Overall, in alignment with Ellul’s argument on propaganda, this imaging was successful as it was propaganda based in truth. Propaganda presented women as equal participants of the workforce in the Stalin era and was effective as images and accounts by reporters and foreign visitors to the Soviet Union in the UK and Irish press also displayed Soviet women performing manual labour. However, these images constructed what would become a stereotypical image of an androgynous Soviet woman, whose body had been masculinised by heavy labour. This was not an appealing figure to the UK and Ireland, as seen by the disdain shown in many UK and Irish articles, although the image still aligned with the Soviets’ intended propaganda message: equality. Women continued to be shown in work clothing, without make-up and often performing heavy labour in propaganda until the late Stalin era. Then, the UK and Irish perception of androgynous Soviet women began to change as Soviet women were presented as having access to fashionable, feminine clothing and beauty products. In the later Stalin era, there was concern over this image of androgynous Soviet women and so women were encouraged to retain their femininity. However, the double burdened workload did not allow women the time to be concerned about their femininity as they performed double shifts, first at work, and then in the home. Also, the tight censorship constraints that continually escalated during the Stalin era limited the amount of information being released to the outside world. This probably prevented the feminisation of Soviet women, that started in this era, from receiving the extensive attention it had in the early Khrushchev era.

As Khrushchev opened the Soviet Union to rest of the world, international competition began as the Soviet Union sought to prove that its societal structure was better than capitalism. Everyday areas of life became ways of proving this superiority, including living standards and availability of luxury goods. These areas displayed the superiority of the Soviet socialist system as Soviet women were displayed as having equal or greater access to fashion, beauty products, and household goods as Western women. A traditional concept of femininity was encouraged and presented in the constructed image of Soviet women in propaganda under the Khrushchev regime. Women were shown as equal members of society who retained their femininity by using luxury goods in their houses. Valentina Tereshkova is a key example of this resurgence of traditional femininity in this era. Despite the display of gender equality shown through Tereshkova’s role as the first woman in space, Tereshkova was quickly re-cast into traditionally
feminine roles. In propaganda, traditionally feminine gender clichés were emphasised in her image. These clichés were centred around femininity, fashion, and eventually Tereshkova’s role as a wife and mother. Recasting women into traditionally feminine roles was also a Western media trend that occurred in the 1950s and 1960s.\textsuperscript{167}

UK and Irish newspapers reflected back the changes in the construction of the Soviet woman’s image between the Stalin and Khrushchev eras, although it was still tested by UK and Irish journalists and visitors and was not blindly accepted. During the Stalin era, in the UK and Irish press Soviet women were presented as masculinised figures whose bodies were de-feminised by hard, manual labour. This masculinised image originated in propaganda images and foreign visitors’ accounts, which showed women performing such labour. Under Khrushchev, there was a shift towards presenting Soviet women as feminised figures who could retain their femininity through access to consumer goods, while still participating equally in the public sphere. The image of Soviet women in the UK and Irish media also reflected this change; however, it was a slow shift and there was still a lingering image of the androgynous Soviet woman. Valentina Tereshkova did further the image of the feminine Soviet woman because of her petite figure and fashionable clothes. However, she merely accelerated the degree to which this feminine image was accepted in the press, rather than replacing the image of the androgynous Soviet woman completely.

The launching of Tereshkova into space raised a number of views within the UK and Irish press. First, it challenged the unfashionable and masculine Soviet woman stereotype through Tereshkova’s physique and clothing. Second, it generated a discussion about the level of equality experienced by UK and Irish women in society across many newspapers of different political opinions. And third, following Tereshkova’s space flight, traditional femininity was emphasised by immediately casting Tereshkova into the home as a domestic carer for her fellow cosmonauts and then, subsequently, her own family. Tereshkova’s image, while influencing the UK and Irish perception of Soviet women, did not clearly create massive change in UK and Irish women’s gender equality. Some reporters used the event to strengthen traditional ideas on gender roles in their articles, while others openly discussed and questioned UK and Irish women’s equality. This research shows that overall subliminal and direct messages were sent to women through different magazines and newspapers that simultaneously promoted and rejected women’s equality with men.

In this thesis I have explored the ways that the ideal Soviet woman was constructed and presented to an international audience and the extent to which this image was reflected back in

UK and Irish newspapers. This thesis contributes to the neglected field of international Soviet magazine propaganda, as traditionally domestic magazines have been the focus of English-based Soviet historians. This thesis also proves that to a degree the Soviet Union did influence the images and constructs of Soviet women in UK and Irish newspapers. It also offers an insight into the 1960s debate in UK and Irish newspapers around their societies’ gender equality that emerged due to Tereshkova’s spaceflight. The two parts of this thesis’ structure have enabled a detailed examination into how projected Soviet propaganda influenced UK and Irish newspapers’ perceptions of Soviet women, as there is clearly a shift in both sources, between the Stalin and Khrushchev eras, as Soviet women were intentionally feminised.

While it is virtually impossible to account for a distinct measurement of the influence the Soviet propaganda had on the UK and Irish press, there is a definite shift in the way that Soviet women are viewed in the Stalin and Khrushchev eras. The magazines Soviet Union and Soviet Woman are excellent examples of the information provided to the rest of the world, which were used by the UK and Irish press despite awareness that they were propaganda constructs, as other information was limited. The heavy censorship on the foreign press in the Soviet Union under Stalin, and lighter, but still censored, press in the Khrushchev era controlled how information was influenced and shaped by each regime. My thesis displays a shift in the UK and Irish press’ perception of Soviet women between the Stalin and Khrushchev eras. The image of Soviet women changed from working figures whose bodies were made androgynous by heavy labour, to feminine women who were interested in fashion and beauty. This image was certainly accelerated by Valentina Tereshkova’s image as there was a decrease in articles that emphasised Soviet women’s masculine physics following her publicity. This shift in the overall image of Soviet women aligns with the trends in Soviet propaganda, as displayed in Soviet Union and Soviet Woman magazines. The Stalin construct was criticised for being too masculinised. The Khrushchev construct generated a gender debate over women’s equality as Soviet women began to resemble UK and Irish women, which created questions over a woman’s place in UK and Irish society.

---

### Appendix

#### Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newspaper</th>
<th>Political Association</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Broadsheet or Tabloid</th>
<th>Proincial or National</th>
<th>Circulation area</th>
<th>ABC Circulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aberdeen Evening Express</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Aberdeen and adjacent areas</td>
<td>81,285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press and Journal (Aberdeen)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Aberdeen, Angus, Kincardine, Banff, Moray, Nairn, Inverness, Perth, Ross and Cromarty, Sutherland, Caithness, Orkney, and Shetland Islands</td>
<td>99,061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belfast Telegraph</td>
<td>Unionist</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Belfast and Northern Ireland</td>
<td>211,236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry Evening Telegraph</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>2 1/2d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td>109,213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Herald (Became The Sun in 1964)</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>Tabloid</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,348,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Mail</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>Tabloid</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,525,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Mirror</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>Tabloid</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4,660,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Telegraph</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>Broadsheet</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,268,729</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

169 Statistics for table were gathered from: Newspaper Press Directory: Benn’s Guide to Newspapers and Periodicals of the World, 1963, 115th Issue, London, Benn Brothers Limited, 1966; Seymour-Ure, The Press, Politics and the Public, 1966. The table gives information on the newspapers used, sourced from information in the Newspaper Press Directory from 1963, as this was the period which Tereshkova’s space flight occurred and is when many of the articles used in this chapter were published.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newspaper</th>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Circulation Area</th>
<th>Circulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derby Evening Telegraph and Derby Daily Express</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Derbyshire and neighbouring counties</td>
<td>In excess of 93,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening Telegraph and Post (Dundee)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Central Scotland</td>
<td>Circulates Central Scotland with its 3/4 million population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Economist</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Weekly, Sat.</td>
<td>1s. 6d.</td>
<td>Broadsheet</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>69,825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Times</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>5d.</td>
<td>Broadsheet</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>135,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Guardian170</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>4d.</td>
<td>Broadsheet</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>261,660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrated London News</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Weekly, Thurs.</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>73,104171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Times</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>5d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>Dublin and all of Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lancashire Evening Post</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>East and West between Burnley and Blackpool, and north and south between Carlisle and Warrington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincolnshire Echo</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Lincolnshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool Echo (Liverpool Evening Express absorbed in 1958)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

170 The Manchester Guardian became The Guardian in 1959 so anything after this period will be referred to as The Guardian and anything prior will be referred to as the Manchester Guardian.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newspaper</th>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Circulation Area</th>
<th>Circulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marylebone Mercury</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Weekly, Thurs.</td>
<td>4d.</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Marylebone, St. Pancras, Camden Town, Kilburn, Westminster, St. John’s Wood</td>
<td>76,562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester Guardian</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>Weekly, Thurs.</td>
<td>4d.</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>46,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle Evening Chronicle</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, evening</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Newcastle, Northumberland, and, and Durham</td>
<td>255,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle Journal</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Monthly, morning</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>From the Scottish border to Tees-side and across to Carlisle</td>
<td>125,318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwood News (Closes in 1965)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Weekly, Fri.</td>
<td>4d.</td>
<td>Provincial</td>
<td>Norwood and North Croydon</td>
<td>59,945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Observer</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>Weekly, Sun.</td>
<td>6d.</td>
<td>Broadsheet</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>715,934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punch</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Weekly, Wed.</td>
<td>1s..</td>
<td>Tabloid</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>129,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sphere (Closes in 1964)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Weekly, Sat.</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday Mirror</td>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>Weekly, Sun.</td>
<td>6d.</td>
<td>Tabloid</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>5,022,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sunday Times</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Weekly, Sun.</td>
<td>6d.</td>
<td>Broadsheet</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>1,124,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday Telegraph</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Weekly, Sun.</td>
<td>5d.</td>
<td>Broadsheet</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>666,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Times</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>5d.</td>
<td>Broadsheet</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>252,314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Mail</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Daily, morning</td>
<td>3d.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Provincial Wales and Monmouth-shire</td>
<td>104,041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<p>| Yorkshire Post and Leeds Intelligencer | Conservative | Daily, morning | 3d | - | Provincial | Large postal circulation, circulates in every county between Trent and the Tweed | 119,269 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Conservative</th>
<th>Labour</th>
<th>Liberal</th>
<th>National</th>
<th>Associated Regional Newspaper</th>
<th>Newspaper Political Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aberdeen-East:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aberdeen Press and Journal</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East:</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West:</td>
<td>46.4%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North:</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South:</td>
<td>51.7%</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby-Belper:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Derby Daily Telegraph</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolsover:</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>79.3%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Peak:</td>
<td>38.1%</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilkeston:</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-east:</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
<td>64.2%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-east:</td>
<td>49.2%</td>
<td>50.8%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West:</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lancashire</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Lancashire Evening Post</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Liverpool Echo</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>44.7%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Newcastle Evening Chronicle</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwood</td>
<td>45.5%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Norwood News</td>
<td>Independent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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